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Abstract
In the design of modem day products, innovation, quality of construction, and low-
cost manufacturing are critical to the survival of an individual company. When a product
is initially introduced into the marketplace, it is often assembled in small prototype batches
and sent to potential customers for evaluation. Once market viability is proven, a vast
amount of capital is invested in a high volume production line. The full implementation of
these large-scale production lines often exceeds a year or more. With the pace of
technology advancing rapidly, there exists a need for an intermediate solution. The primary
objective of this research is to address this intermediate phase of production start-up from a
flexible automation perspective. Flexible assembly systems offer moderate production
output with the ability to quickly change tooling to an alternate product within a family.
Within industry, a need exists to develop an automated flexible system that can quickly be
used to assemble new products with little capital investment in part specific tooling, and
which can than be reused to assemble other products within a family either concurrently or
sequentially.
This document describes the process surrounding the detailed design and
development of an automated flexible assembly system for a particular product. The goal
was to design a machine that can assemble a wide range of product geometries while
minimizing fixed-tooling, part-specific programming, and product changeover time. The
final machine design incorporates a set of modules that are each capable of performing a
specific assembly task. This document details the entire design concept as well as the
design requirements involved with its development. In addition, it describes the process by
which one of the modules, the Serial Insertion Module, was designed and developed into a
working prototype. Concluding the document is a set of guidelines and design
recommendations for developing other flexible assembly machines.
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1. Introduction
In .the design of modern day products, innovation, quality of construction, and
low-cost manufacturing are critical to the survival of an individual company. With the
implementation of just-in-time inventory control, and the transportation infrastructure to
support it, industrialized nations are beginning to embrace and confront a growing global
economy. As labor-cost fluctuations between developing and industrialized nations are
utilized, competing global companies must re-evaluate their manufacturing process
efficiencies. No longer can companies survive with lackluster manufacturing capability.
They must either seek out the best alternatives, or risk being eliminated from their particular
market.
As often seen in new industries, the market supports many companies that are
product innovators within their industry. However, as each new industry matures and
price-pressures from competitors increase, the design and manufacture of these products
must follow suit with increasingly efficient manufacturing processes. The time interval
from which products progress from their initial design to mass-production often exceeds a
year or more. During this transition stage, prototype products are assembled primarily by
hand. Although effective in delivering relatively small quantities of products to potential
customers, the process of hand assembly is not cost effective, and the quality of the
finished product is often difficult to control. The goal of this project is to develop an
automated system that can flexibly and cost-effectively assemble relatively small quantities
of products during the prototypes stage.
The ongoing need to assemble products in low volume during the development and
introduction of new designs is presently satisfied by the construction of manually operated
machinery, which is replaced later in the product's development cycle with high speed hard
automation equipment. This satisfies the immediate need of entering the market, but with
high manufacturing costs and with increased product flaws due to manual labor. With the
introduction of new products, there exists a need to ramp from small volume to medium
volume production, before committing a vast amount of capital resources to mass
production lines. Critical to this task is the complex process of final assembly. The
assembly process of certain products may involve both insertion and forming operations,
and may also include the addition of other mechanical or structural elements. One of the
objectives of this research is to address the start-up phase of production from a flexible
automation perspective. The goal is to create a process that can assemble a wide range of
product geometries while minimizing fixed-tooling, part-specific programming, and
product changeover time. For this intermediate assembly stage, significant production rates
are required, and the process must be capable of both economical short run production as
well as medium length single product runs. Machine cost, reliability, and programming
needs are additional key parameters that must be considered.
The present method of assembling these prototype products revolves around hand
assembly. Small batches of hand-assembled products are delivered to potential customers
for evaluation. After a product is determined to be viable in the commercial marketplace, an
assembly system is designed that will be able to mass produce the products on the order of
millions per year. In-between these two product development stages exists a void in the
manufacturing assembly process. A flexible manufacturing system needs to be
implemented that will give higher output than human assembly, yet not require the large
capital investment required for the development of a full-scale high volume assembly line.
In summary, the objective of this project is to develop an automated assembly system that
can be quickly used to assemble a new product with little capital investment in part specific
tooling, and which can than be reused for other products within a family either concurrently
or sequentially.
In addition to generating a series of concepts that will solve the technical problem of
flexible assembly, it is also necessary to collect relevant business data and cost information
to create a realistic design tradeoff for ultimate concept selection. The concepts described in
this document include basic machine design and automation issues, flexibility,
cost/complexity tradeoffs, and process programming needs. After the desired concepts are
generated, various feasibility analyses need to be performed to verify the underlying
principles surrounding the nature of the design.
This document describes the process by which a flexible assembly system was
developed. The process of development can be described by the following series of steps:
* Determination of the Customer Requirements.
* Characterization of the Assembly Process.
* Development of a Flexible Assembly System Concept.
* Detailed Design and Implementation of System Components.
These steps correspond with the layout of this document, and the overall development of
the flexible assembly system solution.
1.1 Description of Products
This section consists of a brief overview of some typical products that would be
assembled with this flexible assembly system. The first step in designing the system
involved the inspection and classification of the final product. The following section
describes the necessary characteristics and processes that need to be considered in the
design of the flexible manufacturing system. (See Chapter 2 for a detailed breakdown of
these processes).
1.1.1 Product Terminology
The products that need to be assembled typically consist of long plastic shells or
casings, and individual metallic inserts or parts. Although the casings have many unique
characteristics, they share many geometric similarities which make feasible the development
of a flexible assembly system. Variations in the product's geometries often include
different lengths of casings and a varying number of inserts. However, there are occasions
when a particular vendor requires different material specifications for either the parts or the
casing. In such a situation, a flexible assembly system would be ideal for manufacturing a
relatively low quantity of products without significant startup costs and procedures. The
casings are almost always injection molded plastic pieces with a distinct mating face into
which the parts are inserted. Their length to width ratios are rarely less than 2:1, and they
usually exhibit symmetrical properties about the plane of the mating surface. A typical
casing is displayed in Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: Sample Product Casingi
The parts that are inserted into the casings are more diverse in nature than the
casings. Their material composition is almost entirely metallic, although a wide variety of
alloys and surface coatings may be used. There are three distinct types of carrier strips:
side-mounted, center-mounted, and ladder-type carrier strips. The three types of strips are
displayed in Figure 1.2.
IChapter 1 figures prepared by Miguel Barrientos
Side-Mounted Carrier Strip
Center-Mounted Carrier Strip
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ladder-Type Carrier Strip
Figure 1.2: Carrier Strip Varieties
Two separate, distinct products were chosen to be the primary test beds for the
flexible assembly system. These two products encompass the majority of operations
required to assemble most products. The first product studied will be referred to
throughout this document as the HSSE product. It consists of a long injection molded
plastic body with two distinct types of metallic part inserts. The primary parts associated
with the HSSE product can be inserted into the casing an entire row at a time. However,
Ladder-Type Carrier Strip
there are secondary parts which require individual insertion operations. In addition, flash
associated with the insertion of the primary part needs to be removed via a bending
operation. The insertion operations involved with assembling the HSSE product are
described in further detail in the remainder of this document.
The second distinct product studied will be referred to as the MCH product. It's
assembly involves both the complex bending and insertion of an entire row of parts. The
parts are self-staking; once they are inserted they do not move, rotate or become loose. The
self-staking process requires a large amount of insertion force. Therefore, special
consideration must be taken in order to assure that no buckling of the parts occur during
insertion. Following the insertion process, the parts are clipped at different intervals and
then bent at a ninety degree angle. Variations in the product include different length
casings, and a unique surface mount product that requires special 'S' shaped bending.
1.1.2 Degree of Freedom Assembly Requirements
Through the study of many product types, it was determined that there are five
primary degrees of freedom required for the assembly of the most products. These five
degrees of freedom (DOF) are displayed in Figure 1.3, and consist of:
* X-Y Plane Translation. (2 DOF) Mainly used to manipulate the part holes
for insertion. May also be used to calibrate the casing position, and to regulate the
number of parts used in a particular operation.
* Z-Axis Translation. Primarily used in the part insertion process. May also
be used to load a casing into an assembly area.
* X-Y Plane Rotation. Necessary to flip the casings so that multiple rows of
parts may be manipulated in similar manners.
* Z-Y Plane Rotation. Required for the bending of parts. Coupled with the
X-Y-Z translation, a wide variety of bends may be produced.
With these definitions in mind, Chapter 2 defines the customer requirements for the
development of the flexible assembly system.
x-y PLANE
TRANSLATIUN
z-yx-y PLANE
ROTATION
PLANE
ROTATION
Degrees of Freedom Required for Product Assembly
z-AXIS
TRANSLATION
Figure 1.3:

2. Mission Statement and Project Scope
The design of any solution requires a set of goals and constraints that must be met
to satisfy the customer. The design of a flexible manufacturing system requires that two
primary conditions be met; the system must be both flexible and cost-effective. In further
defining these criteria for this project, a mission statement and set of customer requirements
and constraints were developed. These guidelines formed the backbone of the final design
conceptualization and selection.
2.1 Mission Statement / Customer Requirements
2.1.1 Mission Statement
Based on the background provided in Chapter 1, the mission statement for the
design of the flexible assembly system was formulated:
Objective: "To develop an automated assembly system that can be quickly
used on a new product with little capital investment in part specific tooling, and that
can be reused for other products within the family either concurrently or
sequentially."
Following the determination of the mission statement, a specific set of customer
design requirements were developed in order to further define the scope of the design
concepts.
2.1.2 Customer Requirements:
The customer requirements for the assembly system were grouped into two distinct
categories: flexibility and cost-control. The final design solution must be uniformly
balanced between these two criteria; a completely flexible solution that assembles all types
of products is useless if it costs much more than simple hand assembly.
2.1.3 Assembly System Flexibility Criteria
The final flexible assembly system design must support:
* Multiple product types. Most product assemblies will be prototypes that need
to be shipped in relatively small quantities to vendors. These prototypes will not
have been in production before, and must be assembled quickly in quantities
adequate enough to satisfy vendors.
* Easy replication for use in remote facilities. When completed, the design
system needs to be able to be implemented within various manufacturing facilities
throughout the world. The design of the assembly system should include
components that can be easily duplicated for use in remote facilities.
* Tolerance of manufacturing variability. The system must account for
various defects, and manufacturing errors within the parts delivered for assembly.
The final design should include feedback control on the condition of the parts
entering the system.
* Multiple part specifications. The maximum product size will be 7", and the
maximum number of parts per product is 500. As future development of the
system continues, and products become increasingly versatile, these numbers may
be subject to change.
* Multiple assembly tasks. Depending upon each individual product, parts may
need to be inserted either together in parallel or individually in series. Various post-
insertion bending processes may need to be performed, as well as clipping, and
labeling. (See Section 2.2)
* Rapid product change-over. The system should require a minimum down-
time of 1.5 hours for switching between products. In order to achieve this
specification, the system should minimize the amount of part-specific tooling and
programming required. The system should also be relatively maintenance free, and
require no more than a single human operator or mechanic. Since most product
assemblies will be prototypes, product changes should be easily integrated into the
assembly process.
* The addition of external hardware. Additional assembly steps may be taken
to mount shells, bolts, hold-downs, etc. to products following the assembly
process. The system should be flexible enough to allow for these secondary
assembly procedures.
* Product marking and labeling. This is a post-assembly procedure that will
need to be performed on each product. This procedure may be coupled with the
packaging/output placement of the products.
* Future product designs and criteria. The system should be precise enough
to allow for future expansion towards smaller product types. The trend of product
miniaturization should be taken into account.
* Material handling. For both the components and the final product, the steady
flow of product casings and parts into the machine, and the output of finished
products needs to be addressed.
2.2 Assembly Type Comparisons
When considering assembly options, there exists a wide range of options which
have cost-benefit tradeoffs. As with any business decision, the benefits of an investment is
weighed against its potential return. In a similar manner, with the design of multiple
assembly systems, it is necessary to consider the tradeoffs between flexibility, cost, and
production output. Figure 2.1 graphically displays the relationships between the different
types of assembly described in the following sections.
2.2.1 Fully-Automated High-Speed Assembly
Fully-automated high speed assembly systems are designed primarily to produce a
large amount of product with relatively low cost per part. The development cycle of these
systems often exceeds a year. These assembly systems are built after a product has entered
the initial market and proven itself viable in the commercial marketplace. The machines are
highly accurate, and are constructed specifically for the construction of a single product
type, or a single variant of a product family. Changes in the product cannot be made
without significant alterations of the assembly system. The high output / low cost per part
advantages justify the initial investment in the assembly system. The output of these
machines often exceeds one million products per year. While very practical at high volume
production, the high speed assembly system is not appropriate for the assembly of
prototype products. The high initial startup costs, coupled with the initial time lag required
for development, leave a void that can be filled by a flexible manufacturing system.
2.2.2 Flexible Assembly with Part-Specific Tooling
Flexible assembly with part-specific tooling is most similar to a universal machine
that contains several separate tools in order to perform many tasks. Such a machine can
easily assemble almost any product imaginable within a given product family, and requires
significantly less programming than a completely software-controlled machine. With
individual assembly stations, such a machine could conceivably assemble more than one
product at a time. In addition, such a system would be significantly less complex to
manufacture and replicate on an industrial scale.
Despite these advantages, there exists the requirement to create tooling for each
new product released for production. This creates a time lag, and also hinders the spread
of the technology throughout manufacturing locations. Each facility must have its own set
of proprietary product tooling for use with the assembly system. This increase in time and
cost suggests that the final design solution may lie in-between flexible hard tooling, and
complete software-controlled assembly.
2.2.3 Flexible Software-Controlled Assembly
Flexible software-controlled assembly refers primarily to a programmable machine
with no part-specific tooling involved. This type of design solution can theoretically
assemble any product type within a family. The design incorporates a single working
station area for quick assembly. In addition, the machine can be easily duplicated and the
software copied for use in remote locations. However, the lack of hard tooling may result
in lower output speed, and increased complexity in the computer programming of the
digital controller. The machine will also have to be made increasingly complex in order to
accommodate the wide variety of products that need to be assembled.
2.2.4 Hand Assembly
On the opposite side of the assembly spectrum is hand assembly. With only a small
amount of training, a human can assemble a wide variety of products using simple hand
tools or jigs. There exists no change-over time for tooling, and no software programming
is involved. The disadvantages of human assembly are clear: low output speed, high
operating costs, and susceptibility to human error. This is the present method of
assembling prototype products; a flexible manufacturing system is needed to fill the gap
between hand assembly and high-speed assembly.
Figure 2.1: Assembly Type Comparison Chart
2.3 Product Assembly Operations
After examining a wide variety of products, it was decided that the assembly
process should be divided up into eight specific categories. For each product, various
operations may not be necessary. A specific type of product, the HSSE, requires both
parallel and serial insertion, but no bending operations. On the other hand, the assembly of
the MCH product uses parallel insertion only, but requires an intricate bending process.
The following is a compilation of all the assembly operations deemed necessary for the
assembly of all the products examined to date.
2.3.1 Feeding and Orientation
The product casings must be fed uniformly and evenly into the assembly system.
Among the various product families, there exists commonalties between product casings.
The similarities that exist between product casings may be used for orientation prior to
fixturing. The general length to width ratio of most casings is similar, and may be used to
orient the products so that they can easily be picked up and manipulated by a fixturing
mechanism.
On the surface of each product casing, there exists reference surfaces for orientation
and alignment. These surfaces, primarily located on the plane of insertion, exist so that the
product casings can be correctly oriented in the proper direction for forward or rear part
insertion. In addition, there usually exists several plastic features which may be used to
correctly determine the insertion reference surface.
The parts used in the products may be inserted into the front or the rear of the
product. The orientation of the product must be determined before it is picked up by the
fixturing element. In addition, the contact parts must be transported to the insertion
mechanism, and removed from their own fixturing system prior to insertion.
2.3.2 Fixture Pickup / Clamping
For the flexible assembly system, a universal clamping and fixturing element is
required. Since the general physical structure of all the products share a common geometric
configuration, a single fixturing element can be designed that will pick up and hold the
product around its edges. The major variant in grasping the product casing is the length of
each product. The fixturing element must be able to clamp and hold products as small as a
half an inch long, and as large as seven inches long. Assuming that the insertion forces are
quite high, there needs to be concern regarding the product casing slipping within the
fixture, or becoming warped from excessive applied pressure.
As an alternative to a universal fixturing element, a modular clamping mechanism
can be developed. For each product, a specific holding fixture can be machined in
accordance with the casing specifications. The advantages of a modular element include
increased support for insertion and bending. However, machining individual fixtures for
each product increases the development and tooling time, and reduces the overall flexibility
of the system.
2.3.3 Mass Insertion of Parts
The mass insertion of parts refers to the insertion of an entire row of contact parts in
a single motion. In determining whether mass insertion or serial insertion (see section
2.3.4) should be used, there are several factors that need to be considered. For parallel
insertion, a product needs to have a significant number of parts that lie along a straight line.
The number of rows on each product, coupled with the part and row pitch also determine
which method is most viable.
With both methods of insertion, there is the problem of part buckling and fixturing.
These problems center around the force required to insert parts into the product casing.
The forces used must be less than the force required to hold the entire product, or the
casing will slip and rotate out of the fixturing element. During the insertion process, the
force required to insert a row of parts is equal to the force required to insert a single part,
multiplied by the number of parts. Depending upon the type of product, and how the parts
are inserted, this force may be either negligent, or quite significant. Some products require
very little insertion force due to the secondary staking operation that secures the parts in
their respective cavities. However, there exists products in which the parts are self staking,
and a significant amount of force is required to insert just one part. This force is multiplied
when an entire row of parts is inserted. Thus, an actuator must be used that will apply a
great amount of force quickly and accurately. The assembly system fixturing element must
also be able to hold the product casing while mass insertion is performed.
The insertion length of the parts must be carefully regulated and controlled. On
some of the products there are parts that must have varying lengths. These special parts
need to be inserted farther into the casing than the normal parts. In the process of mass
insertion, a secondary operation will need to be performed in order to place these parts
correctly. Alternatively, a special jig can be machined that will automatically space the
depths of certain parts correctly. However, this option decreases the overall flexibility of
the system.
Part handling is also a major concern with mass insertion. The parts are brought to
the assembly system via a large wrapped wheel, similar in principle to a roll of tape. In
both parallel and serial insertion, the parts must be fed into the system using a tractor-feed
mechanism which unrolls the parts from the wheel. The pitch of the parts as they are
brought into the system needs to be the same pitch as the insertion cavities in the product
casings. The roll 'tape' of parts must be cut to specific lengths for insertion. In some
types of products, there exists a center section within the casing that doesn't have parts
inserted. In this particular case, a specific number of parts must be removed from the
middle of the part 'tape' prior to insertion.
2.3.4 Serial Insertion of Parts
The serial insertion of parts is necessary for parts that are not located along a similar
plane, or whose casing cavity pitch is different from the part roll tape pitch. Serial insertion
refers to the insertion of one part at a time in series. The part handling associated with
serial insertion differs from parallel insertion in that the parts often need to be rotated or
moved before they are inserted into the casing. Unlike mass insertion, the forces involved
with serial insertion are relatively low. Since each part is inserted individually, the parts
which must protrude further into the product casing can be easily accommodated. Serial
insertion holds far greater flexibility in assembly, however, this increase in flexibility
comes at the sacrifice of assembly speed.
2.3.5 Part Clipping
Immediately following the insertion process, the parts are clipped to their proper
lengths. The parts need to be individually fixtured during the clipping process, or they will
become deformed. Because the parts need to be held tightly, a product-specific fixturing
element may be necessary for the clipping process. The parts are required to be clipped
prior to any bending process they may endure, otherwise clipping may distort the bend. In
most cases all the parts are clipped evenly along a single line. However, with some
products, the parts are clipped to different lengths along a single line.
2.3.6 Part Bending
The process of bending the parts following insertion is the most difficult operation.
With many products, the parts will need to be bent in two directions or undergo complex
deformation (i.e. a curvature) that will require over-bending to achieve the final shape.
Variations in the material properties of the parts may lead to inaccurate bends resulting in
parts that are out of the specification limits. The required bends associated with each
product vary widely. The MCH product has a complete ninety degree bend which makes it
quite useful for testing design concepts and theories. Conversely, the MCR product
requires complex bending maneuvers in order to achieve 'S' shaped bends that are
characteristic of surface mount products. The radius of curvature of the product bends
often varies with each product family. These bends require a manipulator capable of many
degrees of freedom, both in linear and rotational directions. In addition, over-bending to
avoid elastic deformation spring-back will need to be calculated for each product.
2.3.7 Product Labeling
The labeling of products is most likely to be one of the simpler operations in the
assembly process. Laser marking systems are already in use within the mass-production
systems, and can easily be adapted for use with a flexible assembly system.
2.3.8 Output and Inspection
The inspection of the products is most likely to be performed by the operator,
although specific feedback controls governing the assembly process can be employed.
These quality control systems will include a derivative of a computerized visual inspection
system. The finished products will be placed in containers, or a separate output feeding
mechanism can be devised to stack and package the products.

3. Overview of Experimental Analysis
Following the determination of the customer requirements defined in Chapter 2, it
was decided to further investigate the assembly process through an analysis and
experimental investigation. On the analytical side, a finite element analysis was performed
to numerically evaluate the effects of bending parts during the process of assembling the
MCH product.2 The first concern of the investigation initially involved the verification of
the numerical results generated by the finite element analysis study. However, during the
course of this investigation, a substantial amount of knowledge was learned regarding the
actual assembly process; information that could not have been gained from a simple plant
tour. This information proved most useful in determining design recommendations based
upon the problems and successes of the experimental study.
3.1 Experimental Analysis
The experimental analysis was performed using a multiple degree of freedom
industrial robot. This device was chosen for its perceived precision, and it's seven
independent degrees of freedom. At the conclusion of the experimental analysis, it was
determined that this device, would alone be inappropriate for the task of flexible assembly.
3.1.1 Objectives of the Experimental Analysis
The. primary objective of the experimental analysis was to verify the results of the
finite element analysis of part bending. In addition, the process of insertion and handling
of parts was incorporated into the experimental procedure. The FEA analysis was based
primarily upon the bending characteristics of parts undergoing plastic deformation. The
purpose of the experimental analysis was to run similar experiments as those performed in
the analytical study and compare the results.
2See Flexible Automation For New Product Introduction, Miguel Barrientos, MIT 1995
Although the intended purpose of the experimental analysis was to confirm the FEA
results, more importantly, a wide knowledge base was gained regarding the actual
assembly of the products. Many problems experienced with the experimental assembly
process had been overlooked in the initial design specifications, and thus formed the basis
for new design recommendations. These recommendations, detailed in Section 3.3,
primarily incorporate the processes of part handling, bending, and insertion.
3.1.2 Test Case: The MCH Product
The MCH product was selected to be studied both within the FEA and the
experimental analysis. This particular product was chosen for its universal qualities with
respect to the other product families. The bending procedure in the assembly process of the
MCH is simple enough to be readily modeled using finite element analysis methods. In
addition, the information learned from the study of the bending process can easily be
applied to bending operations associated with other products. With the enhanced
understanding of the bending process, increasingly complex variations of the MCH product
could be added to the study. The MCH was also chosen for its universality with respect to
insertion. The parts of the MCH may be inserted either in parallel or serial. The parallel
insertion process in the MCH is perhaps the most difficult due to the self-staking nature of
the parts. Once inserted, the parts do not require a secondary operation in order to
constrain them. However, to avoid this secondary process, a self-staking part must be
inserted into the casing using a comparatively large amount of force. This force, on the
order of four pounds per part, is multiplied by the number of parts when they are inserted
in parallel. Serial insertion, while requiring only a single force of four pounds per stroke,
needs a much greater length of time in order to assembly an entire row of parts.
3.1.3 Procedure
The procedure used within the experimental analysis was performed using a
robotic manufacturing system. The system consisted of a robotic manipulator arm with
seven independent degrees of freedom. These seven degrees of freedom include the X, Y,
and Z linear axes, along with a set of roll, pitch, and yaw rotational axes. In addition, the
manipulator arm contained a gripper, which was able to grasp and hold various objects.
In order to securely restrain the MCH product casing, a fixture was designed and
machined. In addition to fabricating a clamping fixture for the casing, a reference post and
part storage station were added. The reference post was attached and used as a guide for
the machine to locate, insert and bend parts. The part storage station was placed in a
position so that parts could be picked up and inserted into the product casings.
The procedure for assembling the products initiated with the manipulator locating a
position off of the fixture's reference post. Guiding off of the location of this reference
point, the machine proceeded to the part storage area to locate and pick up the parts.
Following the successful pickup of the parts, the machine then proceeded to the insertion
area where the parts were rotated, positioned correctly, and inserted into the product
casing. Following the insertion of the parts, a bending routine was performed which bent
the parts through a rotational angle of 99 degrees. Immediately following the bending
process, the gripper was brought back to an angle of 90 degrees with respect to the product
casing, and the parts were released.
Despite the relatively simplistic procedure described above, the actual experiments
often did not succeed in generating the desired results. Various unpredicted factors had a
large impact on the output of the assembly system. These problems are described in the
following section.
3.2 Experimental Observations
There were many unexpected problems which were discovered while experimenting
with the pickup, insertion, and bending of the MCH parts. Some of these problems could
be attributed to the many errors discovered within the robotic system. However, a fair
number of problems that were discovered were originally unforeseen during the initial
design requirements phase of the project. The problems observed are documented in the
following sections.
3.2.1 Buckling
One of the major problems associated with the assembly of the products was part
buckling. Even with successful location with respect to their mating holes in the product
casing, the parts often buckled under the large amount of force required to insert them. The
problem of buckling during insertion stemmed from the creation of an unstable system
when the force was applied. The buckling instability problem was a major obstacle that
needed to be overcome in the final design of the flexible assembly system.
Many of the observed buckling problems resulted from a distinct lack of stiffness
within the manipulator arm. The manipulator was controlled using a PID control system.
This system, when subjected to an error displacement, generated a resulting force related to
the displacement error. In other words, when a part was inserted, it pushed back on the
manipulator arm. The unstable nature of the part forced the gripper to deviate to either side
of the part (motion along the X and Z axis). This motion subsequently deformed the part,
and upset the delicate balance required to insert the part. The subsequent application of
force caused the part to deform instead of achieving proper insertion into the product
casing. The series of actions which comprise this failure mode are displayed in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Part Buckling Observed
3.2.2 Insertion Forces
During the process of insertion, it became clear that the forces involved with parallel
insertions were too high for the manipulator arm to properly actuate and drive the parts.
Initially it was expected that the arm would effortlessly insert the parts into the casing using
the full force of its hydraulic actuators. However, it was soon discovered that the design of
the manipulator did not accommodate the high insertion forces that resulted along the axis
of insertion. Initially the insertion process was attempted using five parts inserted in
parallel, but the machine achieved success only about 10% of the time, when all other
failure modes were eliminated. In the final testing stage, the number of parts inserted was
reduced to one. This eliminated some of the buckling problems described previously, since
the instability of the parts was directly related to the force applied. However, several other
failure modes existed, propagating both from equipment inaccuracies and poor part/gripper
interaction.
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3.2.3 Gripping Problems
It was initially thought that the gripping of the parts for insertion would not pose a
major problem during the process of insertion. To the contrary, part gripping evolved as a
difficult issue that governed the design and characteristics of the final flexible assembly
system. It was initially assumed that the parts could be held in the stock gripper fingers
provided on the manipulator arm. However, after the first failed attempt at insertion, it was
determined that the part insertion force was far greater than initially assumed, and that part
specific gripper fingernails of some type were required. More specifically, the parts needed
a type of back stop to press up against during the insertion process. This back stop
provided the necessary constraint so that the parts would not slip during the insertion
process.
With the addition of the part-specific gripper fingernails, it became apparent that
some type of compliant rubber was needed in order to accurately constrain the parts within
the gripper. A section of rubber that ran the length of the fingernails was fabricated from
clear rubber stock. The rubber worked quite well, holding the parts firmly and uniformly
in the grasp of the gripper.
Despite the uniform tension applied to the parts, they experienced problems with
buckling underneath the rubber. It was then decided that machined v-grooves within the
fingernails were necessary in order to constrain their motion, and ensure straight, even
travel during the insertion process. The v-grooves worked considerably well for the
insertion of the MCH parts. When all the other problems associated with the insertion
process were significantly reduced, the v-grooved fingernails held the parts tightly enough
to achieve success a majority of the time.
3.2.4 Part Damage
The insertion of the parts into the casing, when successful, usually resulted in some
form of physical damage to the parts. During the pre-insertion phase, the handling of the
parts often resulted in bent or malformed parts. In the experimental analysis, the parts
needed to be placed into the casing fixture by hand. The manual handling of parts,
although generally assumed not to be performed in the final design, contaminated the
surface coating of the parts. In general, the less the parts were handled, the lower the
resulting damage. During the actual insertion process, the parts were often scraped within
the v-grooves of the fingernails. This resulted in the removal of the vital surface coating
which is necessary for the product to meet its final specifications. Precise location of the
parts against the backstop is required for the elimination of this surface finish damage.
3.3 Design Recommendations
The experimental analysis provided vital insight into the necessary precision
required for the insertion process. Through various calibrations, and estimates based upon
human interaction within the insertion process, it was determined that positional accuracy
on the order of .002" would be the minimum precision required by which the final design
would achieve success. In the final design, the required precision was reduced to .001" as
a standard. The location of the parts was the most important requirement for the insertion
process. Precision, accuracy and stiffness needed to be combined in order to achieve the
successful insertion of a row of parts.
The experimental analysis provided a realistic measure of the type of forces
involved with the parallel insertion of parts into the MCH. With an average insertion force
estimated at about 3 lbs, the total insertion force for an entire product would be no less than
150 lbs. In addition to supplying a support structure stiff enough to resist deflection, the
force must be applied using a relatively large actuation device. This insertion force was a
major factor in the overall design and implementation of the final design of the flexible
assembly system. An additional concern involved the fixturing of the MCH casing during
the insertion process. The casing must be held quite firmly with respect to the insertion
manipulator, otherwise any stiffness inherent within the manipulator will be unessential. It
was also observed that the insertion forces are so great that the actual plastic casing may
deform under the pressure imposed upon it. Specially designed backstops, engineered to
reduce this deformation were implemented within the final design.
The failure mode involving buckling was instigated by a lack of stiffness within the
manipulator arm. The compliance of the arm, dictated by the built-in feedback control
inherent within the system, caused the arm to propagate positional errors perpendicular to
the axes of the inserted parts. Following these observations, it was determined that the
final design of the flexible assembly system would have to consist of a transport
mechanism that resisted these forces, and was considerably stiff along the perpendicular
axis. The large magnitude of forces required for parallel insertion dictated that an
accompanying stiffness be inherent within the support mechanism. The instability of the
part insertion procedure, detailed in Figure 3.1, requires the implementation of a stiff
support structure. In addition, the transport module should contain minimal backlash. Any
significant amount of backlash within the mechanism would contribute to positional errors
along the axis perpendicular to the parts, and thus decrease the stability of the parts upon
insertion.
The experimental analysis revealed several requirements for manipulation of the
parts. It was determined through various levels of trials that the parts need to be firmly
held within the gripper fingers. In the case of the experimental analysis, this involved the
use of compliant rubber and v-grooved gripper fingernails. For the final design, the
sideways motion of the parts needed to be constrained, and it was determined that the best
solution would be to implement part specific gripper fingernails. Although decreasing the
flexibility of the entire system by introducing these pieces of hard-tooling, the addition of
the fingernails greatly increases the accuracy and reliability of the insertion process. In
addition, it was determined that special consideration needed to be taken in order to prevent
damage to the parts during handling procedures. Precise alignment of the parts within the
gripper fingernails is necessary for minimal sliding along the inner section of the v-
grooves. Finally, the insertion process itself requires the use of a backstop for the
alignment and placement of the parts. The normal friction force dictated by the interaction
of the rubber and the fingernails proved inadequate to constrain the parts during insertion.
The addition of the backstop also ensures precise depth alignment of the parts upon
insertion.

4. Flexible Assembly System Design Concepti
4.1 System Design
The Flexible Assembly System design was initiated by considering two separate
design options. The first option consisted of the development of a single multi-purpose
machine that would be capable of performing all of the assembly operations required to
produce a completed part. To a large extent, this machine design would mimic the flexible
operations that a human operator is capable of accomplishing with a pair of pliers. The
second option focused upon the development of a set of flexible modules, each capable of
performing a specific assembly operation. These modules, acting through various
coordinated motions, would be able to flexibly assemble a product from start to finish.
A comparison of the two options revealed that the modular approach was better
suited for the complex task of assembly. A modular system can be customized through the
addition or removal of separate modules for the assembly of both simple and complex
products. In contrast, a single multi-purpose machine would have to be designed with the
most complex product in mind. Since each of the modules could be replaced
independently, a modular system could be easily upgraded as improved assembly methods
are developed. Finally, a modular system is increasingly robust against failure. If one of
the modules were to fail, it would be easier to isolate and fix the problem. It would also be
possible to quickly replace the broken module with a new one; a prohibitively expensive
solution if a monolithic system were to be used.
4.1.1 Concept Generation
The selection of a modular approach to assembly led to the development of two
high-level system concepts. The first system concept consisted of a relatively simple
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casing handling mechanism (e.g. a conveyor belt supplied by a feeder) that can transport
the casings to relatively complex insertion, bending, and clipping modules. The second
system concept is a dichotomy of the first: a complex casing handling system coupled with
simpler insertion, bending and clipping modules.
4.1.2 Concept Comparison & Selection
The primary selection criterion at this stage was complexity, which has a direct
impact on the cost, flexibility, and robustness of the system. One way of measuring the
complexity of a system is to sum the number of degrees of freedom (DOF) of all the
components. A system with a simple casing handling mechanism would require that all the
other modules have the degrees of freedom required to assemble the necessary parts. Since
some operations share DOF requirements with others, the repetition of DOF would be
unavoidable. In contrast, a system with a more complex casing transport mechanism
would avoid repetition by consolidating DOF common to multiple operations. Given these
considerations, the complex casing handling system concept was chosen for further
development.
4.1.3 System Concept Layout
The next step in the development of the system consisted of deciding how the
modules were to be laid out. Two options were considered, a circular arrangement, and a
linear arrangement.
The circular rotary system, shown in Figure 4.1, clusters the modules around a
rotational actuator which transports the casings. Advantages of a rotary system include the
opportunity to assemble multiple casings at a time (through the use of multiple gripper
arms), and the lower cost associated with rotary actuators. The primary disadvantages
include lack of expansion flexibility, and the lack of precision that may be encountered
when displacing parts through small angular increments during the assembly process. An
additional actuator would be required in order to allow small movements along the x-axis.
Circular Rotary System
Figure 4.1: Circular Product Flow
A linear arrangement of the modules, as shown in Figure 4.2, requires a transport
mechanism that picks up casings from the feeder and transports them to the assembly
modules. As products become increasingly more complex, their assembly may require
additional modules to be added to the system. The use of the linear transport system along
the x-axis allows for convenient expansion of the system with additional modules. One
possible disadvantage of the linear arrangement is that the transport module will have to
return empty to the feeding tray after each product is assembled, whereas with a circular
arrangement the last module (finished product drop-off) would be next to the first module
(casing feeder).
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Figure 4.2: Linear Product Flow
The prevailing criterion at this stage of the design process was expansion flexibility.
Different types of products require different modules, and thus the ability to expand or
contract the assembly system is crucial. Consequently, the linear arrangement was selected
for further development.
4.2 Total System Design Overview
The modules involved with the assembly of the products are described in the
following sections. They include:
* Casing Transport Module. This module is responsible for gripping the
exterior of the casing, and provides a majority of the motions required for the
various assembly operations.
* Universal Casing Feeding Tray. This module stores casings in a queue for
future assembly, and provides the Transport Module with the current casing for
assembly.
* Mass Insertion Module. This module is designed to insert an entire row of
parts at once into a casing.
* Bending Module. This module is designed to form the complex bends required
for many products.
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* Universal Clipping Module. This module is a multi-purpose clipping tool that
trims parts to their final lengths.
* Serial Insertion Module. This module is designed to insert a single part into a
casing.
The modules which comprise the entire flexible assembly system are shown in their
final orientation in Figure 4.3. The following sections describe each module in detail.
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Figure 4.3: Flexible Assembly System Integrated View
4.3 Universal Casing Feeding Tray
The Universal Casing Feeding tray, shown in Figure 4.4, supplies one casing at a
time to the transport module, while storing a finite supply in a queue. The feeding tray was
designed to hold any size or type of casings, and feed them into a transport mechanism for
use within the assembly process. Multiple casings can easily be stacked in the queue by an
operator, and the design of the tray requires no casing-specific tooling for operation.
Adjustable Walls
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Figure 4.4: Casing Feeding Tray
Two adjustable sliding walls are used to vary the tray width to the appropriate
casing length. The walls are constrained with two rack and pinion mechanisms located
underneath the tray. At both ends of the tray, the dual rack insures uniform motion along
the length of the tray. The mechanism constrains the motion of the walls so that each is
always an equal distance from the center of the tray. This symmetrical motion insures that
the casing always lies in the center of the tray.
The casings are supported in the tray using a system that applies a constant force on
the last casing in the queue. Two plows, connected through an upper rod, uniformly apply
the constant force to the casings. The force is applied to the connecting rod using a pair of
constant force springs. The first casing is restrained by a spring loaded gate. When
grasping the casing, the gate is shifted downward by the motion of a gripper mechanism.
The first casing is pushed out of the tray by the force of the springs. After the gripper is
moved upward with the casing in its grasp, the gate is returned to its original position.
The overall length of the tray determines the number of casings that can be stored in
the queue. In the final design concept, the tray length will be extended to the minimal
length required for continuous assembly, without compromising space requirements. In
addition, varying amounts of force may be required within the constant-force spring system
to insure the smooth feeding of casings within the tray.
Although complex, the feeding mechanism of the tray is better suited to the types of
casings the system will need to assemble. Feasibility tests showed that a gravity-based
feeder could easily jam because some of the casings contain interlocking features.
4.4 Transport Module
The primary purpose of the Transport Module is to manipulate and move the
casings to and from each assembly module. The module consists of a three degree of
freedom manipulation device attached to a linear slide. A flexible gripping mechanism is
attached to the transport module and is used to secure the casing during the assembly
process. This flexible gripper, combined with the motion of the transport module and the
various assembly modules, can assemble a wide variety of casings.
The casing transport module, displayed in Figure 4.5, consists of the following
elements:
* Y-axis linear slide mounted on a x-axis linear slide
* Rotational servo actuator mounted on the y-axis slide
* Z-axis slide mounted onto the rotational servo actuator
* Interchangeable grippers mounted on the z-axis slide
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Figure 4.5: Casing Transport Module
The Casing Transport Module moves the casing along the x, y, and z axes and
rotates about the y-axis. The x-axis linear slide is used to transport the casing from one
module to another. It can also position the casing in small increments during serial insertion
operations. The y-axis linear slide is primarily used for insertion operations. The heavy-
duty y-axis actuator pushes the casing into the parts that are held stationary by one of the
assembly modules. The y-axis is also used to precisely position the casing prior to the
bending and carrier removal operations. The z-axis linear slide is used to align the casing
vertically, and also to manipulate the spring-loaded gate on the feeding tray. Customized
grippers, designed to grasp a particular type of casing, are attached to the z-axis linear
slide. The rotary actuator is used to flip the casing 180 degrees to facilitate different
assembly operations.
The transport module picks up one casing at a time from the feeding tray. The
gripper is designed to grasp housings after sliding the spring-loaded gate out of the way.
Once the tray mechanism inserts a casing into the gripper, the gripper clamps down on it,
securing it along every axis. The casing is then ready to be transported to the assembly
modules.
Consolidation of the four primary degrees of freedom required to assemble a
product within the transport module simplifies the design of the other assembly modules.
Only a few additional actuators have to be incorporated into the design of each assembly
module, thereby reducing both cost and complexity. However, the design of a four
degree-of-freedom positioning mechanism will require a complex control system to enable
it to perform all the motions required by each type of product. In order to simplify the
design of the transport module, the y-axis actuator (used to insert the parts into the casing)
may be mounted behind the assembly modules that require insertion operations. Leaving
this actuator off of the linear slide will reduce complexity and weight, and most likely will
increase overall accuracy and repeatability.
4.5 Mass Insertion Module
The Mass Insertion Module is designed to insert an entire row of parts into a
casing. The module consists of a part indexer, a set of part cutters, and a set of discrete
flexible grippers. The module was designed so that the indexer, cutters, and gripper
fingers can be easily interchanged to accommodate large variety of part types. The Mass
Insertion Module is displayed in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: Mass Insertion Module
The mass insertion module is designed to insert a set of parts attached to a flat
carrier strip. The motion of the gripper, indexer, and cutters is controlled through
software. The part indexer begins the insertion process by removing the part carrier strip
from the part storage wheel and positioning it correctly for the clipping operations. The
carrier strip is indexed until the excess center parts are placed below the first part cutter.
The cutter then shears off the unneeded parts and the reel is fed forward until the entire set
of parts are located between the gripper fingers. The grippers then clamp down and the
carrier cutter shears the carrier off from the strip of parts. Finally, the casing is brought
forward until the parts are inserted. The gripper releases the set of parts and the cycle
begins again.
4.5.1 Part Indexing Mechanism
The parts required for insertion are transported to the cutters and grippers by the
part indexing mechanism (see Figure 4.7). The indexer is responsible for feeding and
positioning the parts as they are removed from the part storage wheel. The parts are
attached to a carrier strip, which contains small feeder holes used to grasp and manipulate
the strip. The indexer has a carriage containing a set of conical cleats which engage the
feeder holes and constrain the strip tightly. The distance between the conical cleats can be
adjusted to accommodate the feeder hole pitch of any carrier strip. A linear actuator moves
the carriage to wind the parts off of the part storage wheel. When the carriage has reached
its maximum travel, a rubber stopper engages the carrier strip, and the cleats are removed.
The carriage can then be transported back to the starting position, where the cleats are once
again engaged, and the rubber stop is removed. The part indexer has the ability to flexibly
wind and rewind the carrier strip through any specific displacement up to the length of
travel of the carriage.
Figure 4.7: Part Indexing Mechanism
Use of the adjustable indexing cones is a big improvement in terms of flexibility
with respect to current part indexing mechanisms. Current machines use wheels with
conical teeth to index parts. Spacing between teeth is fixed, and thus each set of wheels can
only be used with carrier strips whose feeder holes have the same pitch.
4.5.2 Discrete Flexible Grippers
The parts are supported in discrete flexible grippers. A detailed illustration of the
discrete flexible grippers is shown in Figure 4.8. The length of the grippers is adjusted by
using varying thickness gripper blocks that can be combined together, much like in a press
brake. The flexibility of the system is incorporated in the use of multiple thickness gripper
blocks which can be combined to achieve the desired length. The limiting factor in the
discrete block concept is the minimum size block that can be used. The overall dimensional
length of the grippers can only be incremented by the thickness of the smallest block. In
addition, a minimum set of each size block must be available to insure that any length
gripper can be created.
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Figure 4.8: Knuckle Press and Discrete Flexible Grippers
4.6 Bending Moduleo
The Bending Module provides a means for the formation of complex bends often
found in products. Using the coordinated motion of the module's actuator coupled with the
motion of the casing transport and guidance system, complex part bends can be achieved.
The bending module consists of a set of gripper fingers that are mounted on a rotary
actuator. The gripper rotates the parts about a fixed axis in space, through angles varying
3 See Flexible Automation For New Product Introduction, Miguel Barrientos, MIT 1995
from 00 to 1300. The clamping force required to hold the parts is provided by a wedge-
press mechanism that uses a pneumatic cylinder coupled with mechanical advantage to
provide a high clamping force. The overall simplicity of the bending module is derived
from the fact that most of the required degrees of freedom have been consolidated within
the casing transport system. The Bending Module is displayed in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9: Bending Module.
The grippers found on the Bending Module are similar to the ones found on the
Mass Insertion Module (Section 4.5.2). The grippers can be adjusted in length by
choosing various length gripper sub-units. In some cases, the grippers may require some
type of part-specific surface in order to hold and affix the parts properly.
The bending process entails the coordinated motion of the Casing Transport System
and the rotary actuator of the Bending Module. With combined motion from the two
modules, four-degree of freedom bends can be achieved. The starting position of the bend
can be regulated by the amount that the y-axis moves into the grippers. The rotary axis of
the bending module can also be used in the removal of excess carrier strips. In addition, the
rotary actuator may be used as a multi-purpose tool for performing other secondary
assembly operations and part manipulation.
4.7 Universal Clipping Module
The universal clipping module was added to the final system design to satisfy the
need for secondary clipping operations that could not be performed with the other modules.
Its primary use centers around the clipping of parts following the insertion operation.
Various depth insertion procedures leave a wide variety of part lengths emerging from the
casing. The clipping module can trim the parts down to an even length following these
insertion operations. The clipping module was also designed to be flexible enough to trim
an entire row of parts to a specified length, or to cut only a single part at a time.
The clipping module consists of a triangular shaped blade, and two adjustable
support plates. The blade is mounted on a linear slide and moves in the vertical plane. A
small gap between the two support plates allows the blade to penetrate without severely
deforming the parts. The blade slides in-between the two support plates and shears the
parts as they are supported evenly on both sides. The clipping module is depicted in Figure
4.10.
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Figure 4.10: Universal Clipping Module.
The triangular shaped blade derives its flexibility from the fact that it can trim any
given number of parts. The total number of parts sheared is controlled by limiting the
amount of vertical travel of the guillotine-type blade. The overall length of the sheared
parts can be controlled by manipulating the transport mechanism that grips the casing.
The clipping module may encounter problems when clipping parts that have unique
geometries that do not fit well on the flat support plates. In this case, part-specific support
plates may be required for proper clipping. In addition, complex part geometries may
require additional support during clipping operations. The parts may need to be held from
both top and bottom, while suspended upon the support plates. Casings may also require
profile clips to be placed on the tips of the parts. This may require a different type of blade,
or perhaps a rotary grinding motion to achieve the desired profile.
4.8 Serial Insertion Module
The Serial Insertion Module is designed to insert and clip single parts, attached to a
flat carrier strip, one at a time. The Serial Insertion Module is displayed in Figure 4.11.
The parts are fed into the Serial Insertion Module using a linear transport mechanism
similar to the one used in the Mass Insertion Module (Section 4.4.1). The indexer
transports the carrier strip until the first part is in the correct position. Then the gripper
grasps the first part by its middle section, shears it from the carrier strip, and the part is
transported downward, where an insertion tube is used for the final insertion process. A
vacuum pressure within the tube secures and constrains the part from moving. The holding
tube is then transported forward until the part is inserted. The cycle begins again as another
part is indexed into place and the casing is re-positioned by the transport module.
The amount of vacuum pressure within the insertion tube needs to be determined by
the type of part being inserted. It may be necessary to fabricate a notch in the front end of
the tube to improve alignment of the parts for insertion. The forward motion of the tube and
the opening of the grippers may need to be mechanically coordinated in order to minimize
the risk of part misalignment. In cases where lack of physical space within the product
casing is an issue, parts may have to be inserted only part of the way. In such cases, final
insertion would be accomplished by pushing the product against a slotted plate.
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Figure 4.11: Universal Serial insertion Module
The Serial Insertion Module is designed so that indexer and gripper fingers can be
easily interchanged to accommodate a large variety of part types. The module can also be
easily modified to perform mass-insertion, borrowing from similarities between it and the
Mass Insertion Module (Section 4.4). The Serial Insertion Module may however require
part-specific clippers and cutters and specific diameter tubes with V-grooves. Due to its
universality in insertion operations, it was decided that the Serial Insertion Module would
be developed in further detail. The subsequent development of the Serial Insertion Module
is documented beginning with Chapter 5.
5. Stage II Design, Timing Diagram, & Experimental Analysis
Following the completion of the total system design concept, the focus of the
design effort was concentrated on the further development of the serial insertion module.
This chapter is broken down into three sections. Section 5.1 explains the process by which
the serial insertion module evolved into the second design stage (Stage II). The next
section formulates an approximation for the total assembly time of a single part. The final
section details the results of an experimental vacuum tube insertion mechanism.
5.1 Serial insertion Module Stage II Design
Focusing efforts on the design of the serial insertion module, the second design
stage incorporated careful consideration of actuator selection and placement. This selection
process included the consideration of various design parameters including force, required
actuator geometry, and actuation speed requirements. These three primary criteria were
weighed against each other in order to determine the optimal performance for the module
based upon knowledge of the insertion process. Determining the actuators used in the final
design was necessary for the creation of the timing diagram (see Section 5.2) and also for
the design of the experimental insertion apparatus (see Section 5.3).
The Stage II design concept of the serial insertion module is shown in Figure 5.1.
Similar to the Stage I design, the module consists of the indexer sub-module, the part
clipper sub-module, the part gripper, and the insertion tube. Each of these sub-modules are
explained in detail in the following sections.
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Figure 5.1: Serial insertion Module Stage II Design
5.1.1 Part Indexer Sub-Module
The design criteria associated with the indexer sub-module were chosen to reflect
the flexibility required in the final design. The indexer must be able to transport any type of
carrier strip. This includes strips which contain variable spaced indexer holes, bandoleer
strips, and strips containing parts oriented in a ladder configuration. The ladder
configuration consists of two carrier strips that are attached at both the rear and the front of
the part. This ladder-type strip is often used with parts that require complex stamping
processes; the dual carrier strips provide the necessary restraining force required to secure
the parts. The indexer must also be able to index the carrier strip variable distances. With
the insertion of non-symmetric left and right-handed parts, the carrier strip must be
displaced a distinct, varying amount each time a part is inserted. The range of this
displacement should encompass the maximum displacement between two parts on the
carrier strip. The indexer must also be able to constrain the carrier strip with rubber
stoppers without damaging either the strip or parts. Finally, the indexer must minimize the
time it takes to transport and rewind the carrier strip. The indexer sub-module is shown in
Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Part Indexer Sub-Module
It was decided that the actuators controlling the displacement of the rubber stoppers
would be solenoids. The relatively low force required to hold the carrier strip during the
rewinding process dictates the use of solenoids. The low force requirements allow a small
size solenoid to be used in place of a larger air piston. The solenoid can be mounted
directly to the indexer with minimal concern regarding space requirements. In addition, the
actuation speed of the solenoid is much quicker than that of an air piston. In order to
maintain the force on the carrier strip, it was decided that the stoppers would be spring
loaded with adjustable springs that can vary the force exerted.
In a similar manner, the actuator that controls the indexer cones was also chosen to
be a solenoid. The indexer cones require less force than the rubber stoppers, and also
require a relatively small actuator to fit on the traveling carriage. A single solenoid could
control both of the indexer cones with a spring loaded linkage. This linkage allowed for
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the adjustment of the location of one of the cones with respect to the other. In this manner,
the indexer cones could be adjusted to accommodate the pitch of any carrier strip.
The indexer cones and solenoids were designed to be mounted on a linear slide
carriage. This carriage has a minimum travel requirement equivalent to the maximum
displacement between two parts on a carrier strip. The carriage is driven by a servo motor,
attached to either a leadscrew or a timing belt drive. The minimum resolution of the
carriage needs to be 0.001"; the amount required to accurately place the carrier strip.
5.1.2 Part Clipper Sub-Module
The design of the part clipping sub-module was created with the notion that it
would be used within other modules of the flexible assembly system. In addition, the
clipping sub-module design must be flexible enough to handle varying types of carrier
strips, including both single and ladder-types. Separate, distinct clipping blades must be
able to be attached and configured to clip any part at any location along the carrier strip. In
addition, the blades and their respective dies need to be able to cut profiles into the parts.
The clipper sub-module should perform its function without damaging the geometry of the
part or its surface coating. The part clipping sub-module is displayed in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: Part Clipper Sub-Module
It was determined that the actuator for the clipper would consist of a pneumatic
cylinder. The air piston was chosen in order to satisfy the need for a large amount of force
within the cutting process. In the current design, this force is amplified through a lever arm
which is attached to the clipping blade. This lever arm also displaces a rubber stop that
provides ample holding force for the carrier strip during the shearing process. The rubber
stop is spring loaded in compression in order to provide a significant restraining force
while the shear blade is lowered. During this shearing process, the part is held securely by
the gripper mechanism.
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The clipping blade will meet with a die that is located beneath the carrier strip. In
many cases, the clipping blade and die will be able to be used with many families of
products. However, if there exists a need for a tapered end on the part, special blades and
dies may be substituted within the sub-module. These blades will be adjustable in terms of
their location along the X-Y plane of the carrier strip. The clipping blade will also have an
adjustable depth of cut, and an adjustable cutting speed.
5.1.3 Rotational Part Gripper
The rotational part gripper is responsible for securely holding the part as it is
transported to the insertion tube. This restraining force must be strong enough to maintain
active registration of the part, yet not too powerful as to inflict part damage. Therefore, the
gripper force needs to be variable, depending upon the geometric configuration of the part.
The gripper must passively grip the part prior before the clipping process; it can not
displace the part from its pre-gripped position. The gripper mechanism also needs to rotate
the part at 900 intervals, and place it accurately in front of the insertion tube. Figure 5.4
displays both the rotational part gripper and the insertion tube.
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Figure 5.4: Rotational Part Gripper & Insertion V-Groove Tube
The rotational part gripper consists of a solenoid driven gripper mounted on a
rotating pneumatic actuator. The gripper mechanism has an adjustable clamping force that
depends on the geometric configuration and material of part. The gripper fingers will be
relatively flat and contain a rubber coating on their surface. Absolute positive registration is
not necessary with the gripper fingers; the self-aligning nature of the insertion tube can
correct slight misalignments. The solenoid was chosen for it's small size and weight, and
also for its rapid speed. The gripper needs to have self-centering gripper fingers in order to
clamp the part. The self-centering fingers are required in order to assure that there is no
movement of or damage to the part during the gripping process. The fingers will need to
be linked via a mechanical linkage to control the uniform centering motion. The output of
the solenoid will be connected to a mechanical linkage that will reduce the force according
to the part specifications.
The rotational pneumatic actuator was chosen to rotate the gripper mechanism
because of its large output power. Depending upon the type of air piston used, the actuator
delivers a large amount of torque within a relatively small space. The rotary gripper will be
mounted on a bearing shaft that will dock at 0( and 900, assuring that the gripper will
always align precisely with the insertion tube and the part clipper.
5.1.4 Insertion V-Groove Tube
The design of the insertion v-groove tube relies mainly upon the geometric
configuration of the part. The design criteria for the tube and its actuator include the need
for stiffness of the part within the tube, the stiffness of the tube itself, and an insertion
accuracy of at least 0.001". The design should also minimize insertion time and should
also adjust the insertion force required. The tube-actuator design needs to communicate
mechanically with the gripper in order to precisely time the opening of the gripper. This
interaction, along with the starting, ending and displacement positions, need to be
adjustable for each type of product.
A pneumatic piston was chosen as the primary actuator for the insertion mechanism
due to the large forces required. The insertion tube will need to be reinforced as it inserts
the part. If the tube is excessively long, the extensive force required may bend the tube
during the insertion process. An integrated linear slide air piston will be used to provide
the necessary reinforcement required by the insertion process. The motion of the insertion
tube will also need to be mechanically linked to the gripper fingers. During the insertion
process, the tube will need to open the gripper fingers after first mounting the part. The
grippers should open as quick as possible in order to allow the maximum amount of time
for the tube to fit around the part. The grippers will either reverse the solenoid, or be
spring loaded to snap open when commanded by the insertion tube. The design of the
insertion tube will depend largely on the geometry of the part and the specifications
associated with its insertion. The material selected for the insertion tube will be determined
through experiments that maximize robustness while reducing wear.
5.2 Serial insertion Operations Timing Analysis
Unlike the other modules in the final system design, the serial insertion module
requires that careful, detailed consideration be taken to assure that it will be quick enough to
assemble products according to the specifications defined in Chapter 2. Since the serial
insertion module requires a vast number of operations to be performed on a single product,
the overall speed of each operation is of paramount importance to the total performance of
the assembly system. In order to determine the overall speed of the serial insertion module,
the performance times of each individual assembly step was carefully estimated using either
analytical or experimental approximations. The timing results for the solenoid, and
pneumatic actuators are detailed in following sections, and the final timing diagram is
displayed in Section 5.2.3.
5.2.1 Solenoid Timing
In order to determine the speed of a typical solenoid used in the actuation of the
stoppers and cones, timing performance data was calculated from the product literature
available. The solenoid chosen to be analyzed was a pull type DC tubular solenoid, and is
typical of the type of solenoid required for the serial insertion module's actuators. With an
outer diameter of 1 inch, and an overall length of 2 inches, the solenoid fit the small
geometric constraints required by the design of the serial insertion module. The force
output by the solenoid at 0.25" (typical throw distance estimated for the stoppers and
cones) was approximately 112 ounces, more than enough for the required clamping force.
The weight of the plunger was 1.6 ounces. The actuation speed of the plunger was 25
milliseconds for a 0.125" stroke. For the timing analysis, this number was doubled to 50
ms, considering that the mechanism will be slowed down by the force exerted by return
springs.
5.2.2 Pneumatic Timing Experiments
Unlike typical solenoid actuators, the actuation time of pneumatic cylinders depends
on a large number of factors that are difficult to determine analytically. The valve that
controls the air piston must be triggered by a solenoid, which increases the overall actuation
time. In addition, the length of the air hose, the inner bore of the air cylinder, and the
length of travel of the piston all effect the total actuation time. In order to obtain the best
estimate for the timing chart, it was decided to implement an experimental apparatus that
would empirically measure the actuation time required for a pneumatic cylinder actuator.
The experimental apparatus consisted of an air cylinder connected pneumatically to
a solenoid control valve. This control valve was linked to an electric circuit that output a
timing signal to an oscilloscope. The goal of the experiment was to determine the total time
required from the moment electrical power was supplied to the solenoid air valve, to the
instant the piston reached the end of its stroke. The piston was doubling acting with a
1.0625" inner bore diameter, and capable of applying 44.3 lbs with an applied air pressure
of 50 psi. The air tubing used was PVC with a 0.1875" inner diameter.
The apparatus was setup and integrated with the electrical control circuit shown in
Figure 5.5. An initial switch (1) was thrown to provide electrical current to the solenoid
actuated air valve (2). The resulting air flow activated the pneumatic piston which in turn
opened the final switch (3). The output signal sent to the oscilloscope was linked to the
circuit within the loop of the switches. This enabled the scope to read the starting and
ending point of the timing trial. The resulting waveform produced on the scope was a
square wave with length equal to the total time of actuation. The waveform is displayed in
Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.5: Air Piston Electrical Testing Diagram
The total actuation time required by the air piston over a one inch travel was
approximately 103 milliseconds. This result provided a reliable approximation for the
timing diagram analysis. The overall actuation time can be shortened and optimized by
reducing the air hose length, increasing the air pressure, or reducing the inner bore diameter
of the piston. Since the travel length of one inch is considered to be an upper limit for the
final design, this value was used as a conservative approximation in the timing diagram
analysis.
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5.2.3 Serial Insertion Module Timing Diagram
Analyzing the customer requirements detailed in Chapter 2, it was determined that
the serial insertion module would have to insert one part per second in order to satisfy the
minimum time requirements for assembly. Using the stage II design described in Section
5.1, the insertion process was broken down into thirteen separate actuation steps required
to insert a single part. The timing chart was formulated using the results determined in
Section 5.2 coupled with the actuator design selection described in Section 5.1. The timing
chart is shown in Figure 5.7, and each individual operation is described in the following
section.
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Figure 5.7: Serial Insertion Module Timing Diagram
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5.2.4 Serial Insertion Module Actuation Steps
The individual actuation steps associated with the stage II design are described as
follows:
1. Index a single part with the indexing mechanism
Actuation Time: 150 ms
Travel Distance: .5 inch
Actuator: Servo motor and leadscrew
The indexing mechanism consists of a servo motor and a timing belt. The mechanism
drives the carrier strip, and the length traveled is equal to the distance between two parts
on the strip. Estimated 10 inch/sec travel time for the timing belt. Although the actuator
used in the final serial insertion module design has not been finalized, the approximation
of 150 milliseconds is considered to be an upper limit based on servo motor manufacturer
specifications.
2. Actuate compliant rubber stoppers and secure carrier strip
Actuation Time: 50 ms
Travel Distance: .25 inch
Actuator: Spring-loaded solenoid
The rubber stoppers do not require a high actuation force; they are used to hold and
restrain the carrier strip when the actuation cones are removed. They need to hold the
strip firm enough so that there is no movement during clipping. In the final design, they
will be compliant in order to apply a uniform force to the carrier strip.
3. Release indexer actuation cones
Actuation Time: 50 ms
Travel Distance: .25 inch
Actuator: Spring-loaded solenoid
Remove the force from the actuation cones. The cones will be spring-loaded in the
downward position, so that a force will be required to remove them from the carrier strip.
4. Rewind indexing mechanism with actuation cones disengaged
Actuation Time: 150 ms
Travel Distance: .5 inch
Actuator: Servo motor and leadscrew
Rewind the indexing mechanism after disengaging the actuation cones.
5. Reactivate actuation cones and re-engage carrier strip
Actuation Time: 50 ms
Travel Distance: .25 inch
Actuator: Spring-loaded solenoid
Release the force being applied to the cones, or reverse solenoid direction to re-engage
the carrier strip.
6. Release compliant
Actuation Time:
Travel Distance:
Actuator:
Release the force
rubber stoppers
50 ms
.25 inch
Spring-loaded solenoid
being applied to the stoppers, or reverse solenoid direction.
7. Grasp tip of part within gripper mechanism
Actuation Time: 60 ms
Travel Distance: .25 inch
Actuator: Compliant solenoid mechanism
Once the carrier strip is moved into place, the gripper can clamp down on it. This action is
performed in parallel with the clamping of the rubber stoppers. The gripper is likely to be a
solenoid-type mechanism. A large clamping force is not necessary in order to securely
register the part with respect to the gripper.
8. Clip part from carrier strip with dynamic part clipper
Actuation Time: 100 ms
Travel Distance: 1 inch
Actuator: Solenoid activated air piston mechanism
The dynamic clipper will be controlled using an air piston. The clipper requires the high
force output by the air piston. Actuation times are approximated based on the
experimental results discussed in Section 5.2.2.
9. Rotate gripper mechanism in front of insertion tube
Actuation Time: 100 ms
Travel Distance: 900
Actuator: Solenoid activated air piston rotary mechanism
The rotation of the gripper is most likely to be performed using an air cylinder due to the
anticipation of the large inertial mass that needs to be rotated.
10. Insert part / Release gripper
Actuation Time: 100 ms
Travel Distance: 1 inch
Actuator: Solenoid activated air piston mechanism
The large insertion forces required will be provided using an air piston.
11. Retract insertion tube
Actuation Time: 100 ms
Travel Distance: 1 inch
Actuator: Solenoid activated air piston mechanism
Reverse the air flow into the insertion air piston.
12. Reverse-rotate gripper in front of dynamic part clipper
Actuation Time: 100 ms
Travel Distance: 900
Actuator: Solenoid activated air piston rotary mechanism
Release the force applied to the gripper, or reverse piston direction to re-position the
gripper.
13. Index product casing
Actuation Time: 50 ms
Travel Distance: .050 inch
Actuator: Servo motor and leadscrew on transport mechanism
Performed using the Product Casing Transport Mechanism. This operation can be
performed at any time, other than during the actual insertion process.
5.2.5 Serial Insertion Module Timing Conclusions
The compilation of the timing data, combined with the design of the serial insertion
module yields a total assembly time of 710 milliseconds. This approximation lies well
below the definitive upper limit of 1000 milliseconds. As seen in the timing chart, several
of the carrier strip handling operations can be overlapped to reduce the total insertion time.
Originally thought to be a possible bottleneck, the timing of the carrier strip indexer does
not lie on the critical assembly path. All efforts to reduce the assembly time should
concentrate on the manipulation of the part following its removal from the carrier strip.
The final design of the prototype deviated slightly from the timing analysis
described previously. The gripper performance was improved by implementing a dual
gripper design. The adaptation of this design made the timing analysis even more
conservative in its estimates of part assembly time.
5.3 Experimental Insertion Apparatus
5.3.1 Introduction
In order to confirm the feasibility of the insertion tube method described in Section
5.1, an experimental apparatus was constructed using mechanical elements and
mechanisms which closely resemble the ones proposed in the final design. The main goal
of the experimental trials was to confirm the robustness of the flexible insertion process. In
addition to confirming the feasibility of this method, the tests provided valuable insight into
the need for v-grooves within the insertion tubes, and also the need for vacuum pressure.
The apparatus, experimental procedures, and resulting conclusions are detailed in the
following sections.
5.3.2 Apparatus
The experimental apparatus was designed to closely resemble the principal elements
that comprise the final design of the serial insertion module. It was decided to include the
gripper within the experimental apparatus in order to study dynamic part-gripper
interactions. In following the design described in Section 5.1, the insertion actuator used
in the apparatus was an air piston, the same one described in the timing analysis discussed
in Section 5.2.2. The experimental insertion apparatus is shown in Figure 5.8.
Figure 5.8: Experimental Insertion Apparatus
The experimental apparatus consisted of an insertion tube attached to a pneumatic
cylinder. The part was initially held by two gripper fingers that were displaced by the
gripper opener when the air piston was activated. A vacuum pressure applied to the end of
the insertion tube provided a means of grasping the part from the grippers and holding it
firmly. The insertion tube mechanism picked up the part and inserted it into the product
casing located behind the gripper fingers.
The insertion tube was fabricated from 0.125" diameter metal rod. The insertion
tube was manufactured with a small v-groove cut perpendicular to the plane of insertion.
The v-groove configuration, shown in Figure 5.9, was modified extensively throughout
the various iterations of insertion tubes that were fabricated. The gripper opener was
fabricated out of plastic and attached to a piece of 6/32 threaded rod. The gripper opener is
clearly displayed in Figure 5.10. The threaded end enabled the gripper opener to be
displaced with respect to the insertion tube in order to adjust the gripper motion with
respect to the location of the insertion tube. Adjusting this distance allowed for
optimization of gripping while minimizing the amount of part damage due to scrapping
within the grippers.
Figure 5.9: Part Held in V-Groove Insertion Tube
The part grippers were fabricated out of aluminum, and were tapered to allow the
gripper opener to easily open them during the insertion process. The grippers were
mounted between two aluminum plates, and fastened securely together using two precision
shoulder bolts. Two stopper bolts were affixed to each of the gripper fingers to limit
rotation past the center line of insertion. These two bolts also provided mounting points for
an elastic band that forced the two grippers closed around the part. For the experimental
trials, the part was manually placed between the two gripper fingers and held securely by
the force generated from the elastic band.
Figure 5.10: Top View of Experimental Insertion Mechanism
It was decided that the product used in the insertion trials would be from the
product family HSSE. The parts of the HSSE product require a serial insertion process
due to their location on the carrier strip. These parts provided significant challenges to the
process of insertion, mostly due to their asymmetric geometry. A typical HSSE part is
shown in Figure 5.9. As described in the following sections, the ground parts often
rotated out of the insertion plane due to their asymmetrical weight imbalance. However,
the self-aligning nature of the product casing combined with the ease of handling the
ground parts benefited the experimental trials. The HSSE product casing was held securely
in a clamp fabricated from a length of aluminum channel stock. The displacement of the
casing along the Z-axis was measured with a digital caliper with an accuracy of 0.0005".
5.3.3 Improvement of the Experimental Apparatus
Following the construction of the experimental insertion apparatus, a few trials
resulted in a variety of changes that needed to be made to the mechanism. More
specifically, these improvements focused on improving the repeatability and robustness of
the apparatus.
Following the placement of the parts within the gripper during the initial trials, it
was determined that the exact placement of the part was highly subject to human error. As
a result, a thin pocket was milled into the bottom gripper. This pocket was 0.178" wide
with a depth of 0.0125", which corresponded to the exact width (plus two thousandths for
clearance) and thickness of an HSSE part. The pocket succeed in achieving accurate
registration of the part during each insertion trial.
The tail on the HSSE parts is not symmetrical with respect to the flat plane of the
part. Instead, the center of the tail held within the insertion tube is displaced 0.0125" from
the center of the contact signals. Since the part sits on its shoulders while being held by the
insertion tube, placing the v-grooves directly in the center of the tube resulted in the
damaging of the part surface coating upon removal from the tube. As a result, later
iterations of the insertion tube were fabricated with the v-grooves displaced precisely
0.0148" from the center of the tube. This resulted in both a tighter fit within the tube, and
reduced part damage.
5.3.4 Experimental Procedure
The experimental procedure began with the placement of the part in the insertion
tube with the vacuum pressure enabled. The piston was then manually brought forward
until the part was considerably close to the product casing. At this point, all adjustments to
the product casing along the Z-axis and X-axis were performed. Once the casing was
precisely aligned, the cylinder was retracted and the part was placed between the gripper
fingers. After precisely aligning the tail of the part with the opening in the insertion tube,
the air piston was actuated, and the part was inserted into the product casing. The vacuum
pressure used was 23 in-Hg. Following the insertion, the product casing was displaced
downward by 0.100" Since the parts alternate between two orientations, left-handed and
right-handed, the product casing was displaced by 0.100" or twice the distance between
any two parts. Following the insertion of the part, the cycle then repeated itself, as another
part was placed in-between the gripper fingers and the air piston actuated.
5.3.5 Observations and Experimental Results
The experiments focused primarily on the results of altering variables that affected
the failure and success rate. A secondary objective was to determine the minimum amount
of machinery required to insert a part. This translated more specifically into whether or not
vacuum pressure was needed, the minimum bore diameter required, and the amount of
vacuum pressure required.
The suction force of the vacuum was initially tested with the apparatus by removing
the product casing and determining if the part was held securely to the end of the insertion
tube. In the initial trials, the part was securely attached, but often rotated incorrectly off
center, sometimes even rotating a complete 1800. After studying this phenomena, it was
determined that the part was being jarred after the piston had come to a final stop. Since
this failure mode will never be encountered in the final design (the part will already be
inserted into the casing when the piston stops), the observations of this failure mode were
neglected.
Full insertion tests were performed with the product casing accurately placed in the
path of the ground part. While initial tests were successful, a failure mode soon developed
in approximately 13% of the trials. This failure mode was defined by having the part
incorrectly insert diagonally. Since the casing and gripper alignments were confirmed as
accurate, this failure mode was determined to be caused by errant rotation of the part during
the insertion process. Varying the length of the gripper opener to alter the position of the
insertion tube when the grippers opened resulted in no significant improvement. The
original steel insertion tube used in the experimental analysis had a v-groove depth of
0.0320" and an inner diameter of 0.040", nearly three times the part thickness of 0.0125".
Visual observations of the part seated in the insertion tube revealed that the part was secure
along the X-Y plane, but deviated significantly along the Z-axis. Further calculations
revealed that the maximum deflection possible in the worst case scenario was equal to
0.101", or nearly twice the slot spacing on the product casing. It was decided to fabricate
an insertion tube with an inner diameter specifically matched to the thickness of the part.
In designing the improved insertion tube, the inner diameter was chosen to
maximize the gripping potential while minimizing part surface damage and deflection along
the Z-axis plane. Through experimental trials, the smallest inner diameter that didn't result
in surface coating damage was determined to be 0.0225" Fabricating the insertion tube
from the steel stock that the original tube had been made from proved difficult. The steel
material was originally chosen for its stiffness and hardness. However, brass was chosen
for the smaller insertion tube, primarily due to the difficulty involved with machining the
0.0225" precision inner diameter within the steel stock. Since the X-Y plane stability of the
original tube seemed stable for insertion operations, the v-grooves were machined to the
same depth, 0.0320". An additional improvement to the v-groove design involved
offsetting the v-grooves to compensate for the non-coplanar geometry of the part tail. In
the stamping process used to manufacture the ground part, the tail is displaced from the
center along both the X-axis and the Z-axis. The displacement along the X-axis didn't
affect the v-groove placement because the offset exists along the length of the groove.
However the v-grooves needed to be offset 0.0148" along the Z-axis to minimize the part
damage that may occur when held firmly within the tube.
Despite the newer v-groove apparatus, the insertion success rate decreased.
Despite this decrease, the process failed in the same manner each and every time it
attempted to insert a part. This increase in repeatability confirmed the benefits of
decreasing the inner diameter tube. Following these tests, the insertion tube was isolated
from the gripper mechanism by removing the gripper from the apparatus. For the resulting
experimental trials, the parts were placed directly within the insertion tube. After properly
aligning the part, it was inserted correctly into the product casing. The success rate of these
experiments was 100% for multiple trials. The resulting success of these experiments
determined that the problem lay in the interaction between the insertion tube and the
gripper.
Since the observed failure mode involved the incorrect rotation of the part prior to
insertion, it was theorized that the insertion operation was occurring too rapidly for the part
to become properly seated within the v-grooves. In order to verify this assumption, a
series of tests were performed where the part and tube were allowed to travel further (an
increase of .5") prior to entering the product casing. This additional time resulted in the
parts being firmly seated within the v-grooves prior to insertion. The success rate for these
experiments was 100% for multiple trials. Figure 5.11 displays the successful insertion of
a part into the product casing.
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Figure 5.11: Bottom View of Experimental Insertion Mechanism
Additional tests were performed with tubes without v-grooves and vacuum.
Repeated failures concluded that the v-grooves were vital to ensure that the parts didn't
rotate prior to insertion. Although the presence of the vacuum had less of an effect on the
success rate, the absence of the vacuum pressure caused the insertion procedure to fail
approximately 13% of the time.
5.3.6 Conclusions
The experimental apparatus provided necessary insight into the design of the serial
insertion module. Following the experimental results, several conclusions could be
determined regarding the final design:
* Adjustability of insertion parameters. In order to accommodate the
variability of many different types of products, a wide variety of adjustability will need to
be incorporated within the final design. More specifically, the final position of the insertion
tube, the location of the grippers with respect to the insertion tube along all three axes, the
width of the part grippers, and the interactions between the tube and the gripper will need
product specific adjustment.
* Increased seating time for parts. The parts require ample seating time to
assure that they are securely affixed within the insertion tube. Attempting to reduce the
distance parts travel to the minimum travel path required by the geometry of the product
casing will result in occasional failed insertion attempts. The suction force provided by the
vacuum proved ample enough to secure the parts, assuming that they had enough time to
seat properly within the v-grooves.
* Vacuum pressure is required. Although the parts could be inserted without
vacuum pressure, the reliability of the insertion process increased as the vacuum pressure
was applied. The suction force became increasingly necessary for robust insertion, as the
length of part travel increased. Eliminating the vacuum would require that the piston is
accelerating consistently over the length of its travel.
* V-grooves are required. In order to prevent rotation of the part within the
insertion tube, v-grooves need to be incorporated into the final design. The tests performed
without the v-grooves resulted in rotational errors, most likely caused by the asymmetrical
weight imbalance of the parts.
* Insertion tube design will be product specific. In order to maintain a
high degree of reliability during the insertion process, the insertion tubes need to be
individually fabricated according to the specifications of each part. In the case of the HSSE
parts, the left and right handed parts can fit into the same insertion tube. In other cases,
individual insertion parts may need to be fabricated for each separate type of part. The
design of the v-groove will need to be optimized for each part, mostly likely through
additional testing and experimentation. In addition, the material chosen for the insertion
tube will be need to be optimized for robustness through wear testing.
* Need for variable grippers. The thickness of the part grippers will play an
important role in the final insertion process. The grippers need to be thin enough in order
to allow the insertion tube to properly mount the part prior to insertion. In addition, the
restraining force provided by the grippers needs to be strong enough to constrain the part,
yet not too powerful as to damage the geometry of the part.
The most important conclusion garnered from the experimental results is the
confirmation of the feasibility of the serial insertion tube design. The experiment proved
the robustness and viability of the flexible insertion mechanism within an imprecise
experimental environment. It is the success of the experimental apparatus and the
knowledge gained from maximizing robustness that confirmed the current design, and led
to the further refinement discussed in the following chapters.
6. Stage III Design: Indexer Sub-Module
6.1 Stage III Design Introduction
Following the experimental study that determined the feasibility of the insertion
gripper tube concept, the Serial Insertion Module was developed into a detailed design for
prototype construction. Bearing in mind the flexibility criteria discussed in Chapter 2, each
individual component of the Serial Insertion Module was designed with the ability to
assemble any type of product within a family. Throughout each stage of the design
process, careful consideration was taken to incorporate adjustability into the mechanisms,
in order to compensate for future undeveloped products.
The design of the Serial Insertion Module was separated into three sub-modules, as
previously described in Section 5.1. The three sub-modules consist of the Indexer,
Clipper, and Gripper sub-modules. The goal of this division was to enable the possible
addition and integration of a sub-module into any of the system modules described in
Chapter 4. For example, the design of the indexer sub-module was geared towards
adaptation in the Mass Insertion Module as well as the Serial Insertion Module. This sub-
modular design increases the overall flexibility by enhancing the modularity of the entire
system. As future products are developed, there remains the opportunity for swapping
sub-modules within the Serial Insertion Module. This distribution of modular system
segments also allows for the easy repair and adjustment of individual sub-modules. One
inherent disadvantage to the sub-modular design is the added design effort required to
implement it. The interactions between sub-modules need to be isolated to a interface that
requires careful coordination with the other sub-modules. Through this interface, each
sub-module must reliably perform its assembly task and pass the individual parts off onto
the next sub-module.
This chapter, and the following two chapters, describe the detailed design of the
Indexer, Clipper, and Gripper sub-modules. These three sub-modules and the base which
coordinates and links their motions comprise the Serial Insertion Module.
6.2 Indexer Sub-Module Overview
The main criteria for the design of the Indexer sub-module revolves around speed
and flexibility. Namely, the sub-module has to quickly index at least one part per second,
commensurate with the design considerations described in Chapter 2. It also has to
maintain a high degree of flexibility with respect to indexing various types of carrier strips.
The final design of the Indexer sub-module contained three segments that performed the
task of indexing the carrier strip. These three segments are the Indexer Carriage, the
Timing Belt Mechanism, and the Stopper Mechanisms. The final design of the Indexer
sub-module is displayed in Figure 6.1. The Indexer Carriage is responsible for gripping
the carrier strip during transport operations. The Timing Belt Mechanism linearly
transports the Indexer Carriage and the carrier strip. The Stopper Mechanisms hold the
carrier strip while the Indexer Carriage is being rewound. The following sections describe
the detailed design process surrounding the development of the Indexer sub-module.
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Figure 6.1: Indexer Sub-Module
6.3 Indexer Carriage
The purpose of the Indexer Carriage is to grip the carrier strip and transport it in
conjunction with the linear motion of the Timing Belt Mechanism. The basic design of the
Indexer Carriage consists of a set of indexer cones, a rocker arm linkage, and a solenoid.
The indexer cones grip the carrier strip though its indexing holes and the solenoid controls
the actuation of the indexer cones through the rocker arm linkage.
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Figure 6.2: Indexer Carriage
6.3.1 Carriage Mechanism Overview
The carriage mechanism was designed to be transported linearly by the Timing Belt
Mechanism. The carriage mechanism is displayed in Figure 6.2. The indexer carriage is
mounted on a THK linear slide. The slide constrains motion along its length, and restricts
all rotational moments. The indexing cones mate with the indexing holes found in the part
carrier strip. These cones are fixed inside the indexer cone shafts and can be adjusted up or
down. The position of the left indexer cone shaft is fixed with respect to the rest of the
carriage mechanism. The right indexer cone shaft is mounted on a sliding stage which can
be adjusted along the axis of the linear slide. Together, the two indexer cone shafts ride
within bronze impregnated bearing sleeves. The sliding stage fits into the indexer carriage
constrained by an R1 running fit with the indexer carriage. Adjusting the sliding stage to
different positions allows the two indexer cones to be modified to fit any hole pitch found
on the part carrier strip.
The two indexer cone shafts are joined through a connecting rod linked to the
rocker arm linkage. This linkage is displayed in Figure 6.3. The rocker arm is connected
to the tubular solenoid via a custom linkage coupling. The solenoid is mounted directly
above the THK carriage primarily for the purpose of eliminating space constraints that
would have occurred had it been located on top of the indexer carriage. The direct
mounting also reduces the moment on the THK carriage, thus reducing the wear on the
carriage bearings. The solenoid is screwed into a mounting block that is supported by two
side-mounted support plates. Altering the amount that the solenoid is screwed into the
mounting block adjusts the actuation length of the solenoid. Both the solenoid base and the
indexer carriage are attached to the indexer mounting bracket which is fastened to the THK
carriage.
The actuation of the solenoid results in the rocker arm translating the downward
motion of the solenoid plunger into the upward motion of the indexer cone shafts. The
indexing cones, adjusted to the appropriate height levels, are normally engaged with the
carrier strip when the solenoid is at rest. Energizing the solenoid raises the indexing cones
so that the carriage can move freely without translating the carrier strip. Such an operation
is necessary when rewinding the indexer for additional feeding operations.
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Figure 6.3: Indexer Carriage Side View
6.3.2 Spring Force Estimations
During the design of the indexer carriage, there was some concern over the indexer
cones riding up out of the carrier strip holes because of the reactionary forces placed on the
strip. These forces have the ability to derail the indexer and stop the assembly process.
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These forces come from the geometry of the indexer cones combined with the forces
exerted by the indexer carriage, and the resistive force on the carrier strip. The resistive
force may be caused by the inertia from the part carrier strip feeding reel, or the adhesion of
parts to one another while in the reel. The distribution of these forces placed on the indexer
cones by the carrier strip is displayed in Figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.4: Resultant Forces on Indexer Cone
The normal force exerted on the indexer cone is caused by the difference between
the indexing force and the resistive force. The resultant force is the opposite of the vertical
component of the normal force and is given by:
FNY = FN cos(O)
(6.1)
where FNY is the vertical component of the normal force and equal and opposite to the
resultant force FR. Assuming that the maximum value of 0 will be 450, and the maximum
values for F1 and FF are 5.0 N and 1.0 N respectively, the maximum upward force the
cones will have exerted on them is 4.24 N. The value for F, is determined from the servo
motor calculations in the following section. The value for FF is approximated from simple
measurements taken on a carrier strip.
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With the previous analysis performed, the indexer carriage was designed with a
spring constant of at least 15.7 N/cm. The weight of the solenoid plunger was also
considered in the determination of the spring constant. In the prototype, the spring
restraining screw was adjusted until the indexer cones exerted enough force on the carrier
strip to reliably index the parts.
6.3.3 Solenoid Selection and Implementation
The primary criteria for the selection of the actuation solenoid was force output,
speed of operation, length of travel, and ease of mounting. Most solenoids do not have
return springs internally mounted on them so a return spring mechanism needed to be
constructed. The force requirement for the solenoid was 2.0 lbs over a distance of 0.125".
The duty cycle of the solenoid was estimated to be 25%. However, for design
purposes, the solenoid was selected as if it were to experience a duty cycle of 100%, to
allow for additional force in case the output of the solenoid was too low in the final testing
stage. By simply increasing the voltage supplied to the solenoid, the force output by the
solenoid can be increased. Also, if the original duty cycle estimate of 25% is incorrect and
the actual on-time is much higher, the solenoid will be able to withstand the higher power
output. The primary concession for this margin of safety is size, however, in the design of
the indexer this was not a problem.
The solenoid chosen for the indexer carriage was a push tubular solenoid with a 600
plunger. The angular plunger allows the solenoid to drive loads with increased force at
longer distances. The solenoid casing design also made it quite easy to mount a return
spring on the plunger.
6.3.4 Flexibility Considerations.
The indexer cones can be adjusted linearly for different types of carrier strips. The
adjustment process can be performed using a micrometer or through the use of a pre-
formed calibration block which can be used to align the cones. The cones themselves can
be raised or lowered within the indexer shafts, to adjust for various thicknesses among
carrier strips. In addition, the cones may be replaced with a different type if necessary to
index a unique type of carrier strip.
6.4 Indexer Linear Motion
6.4.1 Timing Belt Mechanism
In determining the type of linear actuator used in the indexer, there were several
options considered. One such option consisted of using a feed-back controlled pneumatic
piston to control linear motion. After a small amount of consideration, this option was
abandoned because of its high cost and complexity. Secondly, a rotational cam driven
mechanism was considered. However, this was eliminated following the determination
that there would be too much backlash and not enough precision within the mechanism.
The last option, which was used in the final design was a belt drive system. This system
could be designed with a minimal amount of backlash, a high degree of accuracy, and with
readily available components. The Timing Belt Mechanism is displayed in Figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.5: Timing Belt Mechanism
After considering a variety of belts, the final design included the use of a
synchronous timing belt. This type of belt has the major features of a flat belt, but with the
positive grip features associated with a chain drive. Some of the advantages of using the
timing belt include the ability to use small diameter pulleys with high belt surface speeds,
low noise levels, and low weight and inertia. In addition, the belts resist creep and have
minimal backlash when used in normal operations. The belt chosen for the indexer
consisted of fiberglass tension members embedded in neoprene with trapezoidal teeth.
The pulley chosen for the design was a timing belt pulley with an internal Fairloc®
fastener. This fastener has a split-hub design that allows the pulley to be clamped to the
shaft with minimal slippage. The pulley and shaft couple are fixed into a custom-designed
pulley mount. The completed mechanism is displayed in Figure 6.6. The shaft is set into a
set of ball bearings which are placed into the pulley mount within an L1 locational fit. The
locational fit was used to avoid damaging the bearings during a press-fit operation. Since
the bearings have a low-friction internal bearing sleeve, rotation will occur within the
bearing itself, rather than between the bearing and the shaft. The pulley-shaft combination
is constrained axially within the pulley mount via a set-screw shaft collar. There was
minimal concern over the set-screw collar slipping because of the low axial forces exerted
on the shaft. The pulley rests against the bottom bearing of the pulley mount, supported by
a bronze oil-impregnated thrust washer. On the right-hand side of the timing belt
mechanism, the shaft was extended an extra 1.5" in order to allow for the attachment of an
flexible coupling. The internal backlash of the coupling was less than 10', which translates
into a linear distance of 1.66x10 -4 inches, well within acceptable parameters.
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Figure 6.6: Timing Belt Mechanism Side View
6.4.2 Actuator Selection
The primary considerations in the selection of the actuator revolved around the
speed of actuation and the resolution of motion. The machine speed of 1 part per second
described and detailed in the timing diagram analysis in Section 5.2, allowed a part
indexing time of 150ms for forward motion. The primary consideration in selecting an
actuator was its ability to accelerate and accurately move the indexer carriage and the strip
with enough speed in order to satisfy the constraint requirements for the timing diagram.
Servo motors are generally powerful, can be easily controlled, and can be equipped with
high resolution encoders. Therefore, the servo motor was chosen for it's ability to actuate
the indexer carriage precisely and quickly.
Following the selection of the type of actuator, the resolution of the servo encoder
was determined. From the experimental trials performed with the vacuum pressure
insertion tube, it was determined that there could be a linear misalignment of the part in the
range of +0.005", on either side of the part (see Section 5.3). Acknowledging this
information, the encoder was chosen to provide approximate resolution of 0.001". The
additional resolution would be useful later on in the prototype construction stage for
alignment and calibration of the indexer carriage. Since the pulley pitch diameter of the
timing belt mechanism was previously chosen to be 0.637", the minimum linear resolution
required from the encoder could be calculated from:
Required Encoder Count = (Pulley Pitch Diameter * H) / Minimum Linear Resolution
(6.2)
Using the values obtained previously, the encoder was determined to require a minimum
resolution of 2001 ticks per revolution. For ease of ordering an encoder, this number was
rounded down to an even 2000 ticks. The encoder chosen for the final prototype reads 500
counts per revolution, is dual channel quadrature, and outputs an indexed channel TTL
compatible square wave. This gives the encoder a theoretical resolution of 2000 ticks per
revolution. At this angular resolution, the indexer, coupled with the timing belt, would
have a linear indexing resolution just slightly greater than 0.001".
The second task in the actuator selection process comprised the determination of the
required size and power of the servo motor. Having selected the optical encoder, the servo
motor power had to be chosen in order to accelerate the indexer carriage the specified
distance within the allotted time frame determined by the timing diagram. In order to best
determine the size of the servo motor required, the load on the carriage was approximated.
A detailed mass/weight analysis was performed using the Advanced Modeling Extension
from AutoCAD Release 12. The mass of each part was calculated based on a three
dimensional space model produced in a virtual viewport. The weight of each part, along
with the weights of the solenoid and the THK slide are displayed in Figure 6.7.
Calculating in the weight of the bolts and the added friction and inertia from the timing belt
drive, the value of 4.33x10 - was doubled to 1.0 kg, which left a large safety margin. For
the translation of rotational motion into linear motion, the pulley/torque arm for the motor
was calculated from,
Torque Arm Length = Pulley Pitch Diameter / 2 + Width of Belt
(6.3)
and was determined to be 1.01 cm. For calculating the power required, the servo motor
needed to move the weight (1.0 kg) the maximum linear distance for indexing one part
(1.27 cm) within the time allotted for the movement (75 ms). The maximum distance of
1.27 cm (0.5") was chosen because the maximum distance that the indexer would have to
move at one time was determined to be 1.0". This was based on the samples of part carrier
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Figure 6.7: Calculated Masses for Indexer Carriage
strips studied and documented in Chapter 2. This distance value assumed that the motor
followed a velocity profile of constant acceleration up to half of the indexing distance. The
second half of the indexing distance would be covered by the deceleration of the motor.
This profile is displayed in Figure 6.8. Using the following formula for the distance
traveled,
distance = (accel) (time) 2
2 (6.4)
the acceleration required was determined to be 4.51 m/sec2. Using the following formula
for the equation for angular acceleration,
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Torque = (mass)(accel)(radius)
(6.5)
the total torque required was determined to be 0.046 Newton-meters, or 6.5 oz-in. With
this calculation in mind, a servo motor was chosen that would be able to provide 27 oz-in
of continuous torque, well within the figures calculated. Increasing the size of the motor
fourfold from what was calculated ensures that the motor will hold and constrain the carrier
strip securely even when not indexing. Although the constraining operation can be
performed by the stopper mechanism, it would be desirable to have the servo motor
constrain the strip securely at all times.
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6.4.3 Flexibility Considerations
The use of the servo motor as the actuation device in the timing belt mechanism
increases the flexibility of the indexer module. Because of the high resolution of the servo
motor and encoder coupled with the timing belt, the carrier strip can be flexibly transported
linearly for insertion operations. The only limitation of the indexer is the length of the
THK slide, or the resolution of the encoder. Through minimal software programming, the
indexer can control the motion of the carrier strip through any desired trajectory. Primarily,
left and right-handed parts that are transported on carrier strips together may easily be
indexed. These strips require that the first part be indexed a specified amount independent
of the following part. The second part may also require an additional separate assembly
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procedure. Through the use of the servo motor, the indexer module can index the parts in
almost any conceivable trajectory.
In addition to the flexibility inherent within the indexing operation, the indexer
design also lends itself to flexible adaptation within other system modules. The design of
the timing belt mechanism is limited only by the length of the THK slide and the timing belt
itself. If an application were to arise, such as might be seen with the Mass Insertion
Module, where a longer stroke for the indexer carriage were necessary, then there would be
a minimal amount of effort required to adapt the design for the longer index stroke.
6.5 Indexer Stopper Mechanism
6.5.1 Stopper Mechanism
The purpose of the stopper mechanism is to constrain and hold the carrier strip
while the indexer carriage is being rewound. To achieve this, a series of feasibility tests
were performed to determine if rubber stoppers would be sufficient to restrain the carrier
strip. The test revealed that if enough downward force were applied to the carrier strip, it
would remain stationary despite repeated vibrations from the rewinding of the carriage
indexer mechanism. With this in mind, the stopper was designed using a rubber mount
that would be actuated against the strip during the rewind operations. The completed
stopper design is displayed in Figure 6.9.
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Figure 6.9: Indexer Stopper Mechanism
A side view of the stopper configuration and design is displayed in Figure 6.10.
As shown in the picture, the mechanism consists of a solenoid mounted within a base
which holds the spring loaded stopper shaft. This stopper shaft holds the rubber stopper
and is actuated downward by the motion of the solenoid. The normal position for the
stopper mechanism is raised, where it is not constraining the carrier strip. Referring back
to the timing analysis performed in Section 5.2, the stopper rests in its raised position
during most of the insertion process. The spring return on the shaft is used to lift both the
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rubber stopper and the solenoid plunger when not in use. The stopper shaft is hollow,
allowing the height of the adjustable rubber stopper to be modified. The actuation distance
for the solenoid is 1/8th of an inch, limited by a collar located on the inside of the solenoid
shaft. The distance of 1/8th of an inch is the maximum thickness predicted for a carrier
strip. The shaft rides within a bronze oil-impregnated bearing sleeve pressed into the
stopper base. The spring used for the shaft return has an outside diameter of 0.390", and a
spring constant of 2.11 lb/in. The spring is just strong enough to lift the stopper shaft,
without subtracting too much from the force exerted by the solenoid.
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Figure 6.10: Indexer Stopper Side View
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6.5.2 Solenoid Selection
The design of the stopper mechanism was dictated largely by the type of solenoid
used. Since almost all solenoids do not have built-in return springs, the mechanism needed
to be designed to incorporate the spring return for both the stopper shaft and the solenoid.
Therefore, the force provided by the solenoid needed to overcome the force of the spring
return, and provide enough force to securely restrain the carrier strip. In order to simplify
the construction and replacement of parts, the solenoid used in the indexer carriage to
control the indexer cones was also used in the stopper mechanisms. This solenoid could
output approximately 2 lb. at a stroke of 1/8". As is with the case of the solenoid used in
the indexer carriage, the duty cycle was calculated at approximately 25%. Again, for
design purposes, the solenoid was selected assuming a 100% duty cycle, to allow for
future increase in holding force.
The solenoid force output on the stopper at 100% duty cycle is approximately 2 lbs.
The reaction force exerted by the compression return spring is 0.25 lb. The total force on
the carrier strip by the stopper is 1.75 lbs. Experimental trials performed prior to the
design process proved that only 1.0 lb was required to constrain the strip securely. The
1.75 lb output by the solenoid is more than enough to adequately constrain the carrier strip
during all indexing operations.
6.5.3 Flexibility Considerations
The stopper mechanism was designed using the rubber stoppers to increase the
overall flexibility of the system. It was initially hypothesized that the best method of
constraining the carrier strip would be through the use of stopper cones, similar to the
indexer cones on the indexer carriage. However, since the linear motion of the carrier strip
varies depending upon which part, or which type of part is being inserted, the stopper
cones would need to be placed precisely over the carrier strip holes each time that the
indexer cones were raised. In order to achieve this, the stopper mechanisms would have to
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be attached to the linear carriage; a formidable design task considering the space limitations.
As a result, the rubber stoppers were used in the final design, primarily due to their ability
to constrain the carrier strip independently of the carrier hole positions. Through various
feasibility tests, it was determined that the rubber stoppers applied with a minimal amount
of force would be adequate to constrain the carrier strip. Thus the increasingly flexible
choice of the rubber stoppers was implemented into the final design.
The relative position of the stoppers are fixed with respect to the base of the
indexer. This was done because is not necessary to implement a linear adjustment system
for the stoppers. Since all linear motion is controlled by the indexer carriage, the stoppers
need only to constrain the strip, regardless of its linear position.
The primary flexible characteristic built in to the stopper design was the adjustment
of the starting height of the rubber stoppers prior to actuation. The solenoid provides
ample force to constrain the stopper against the strip. The starting height of the stopper can
be adjusted to compensate for various thickness carrier strips, and also to neutralize
irregularities found in the height of the carrier strip. Keeping the rubber stopper close to
the carrier strip can also be used as an additional mechanism to constrain the carrier strip.
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7. Clipper Sub-Module
7.1 Overview
The Clipper sub-module is the second sub-module within the Serial Insertion
Module that was developed into a detailed design. The parts that are inserted into a casing
are transported on a carrier strip to the Serial Insertion Module for assembly. These parts
must be sheared from the strip prior to insertion in the product casing.
Similar to the design of the Indexer sub-module, the clipper sub-module was
developed with a modular approach as one of the primary design criteria. The sub-
module's attributes and its design focuses on its potential adaptation within additional
system modules. For example, the Clipper sub-module could be used in the Mass
Insertion Module, as well as any other future module that may require part clipping.
Despite adding additional labor to the overall design effort, the focus on system-wide
modularity made the entire system increasingly flexible.
7.2 Clipper Sub-Module Detailed Design
The completed detailed design of the Clipper sub-module consists primarily of a
large pneumatic actuator coupled with an adjustable blade mechanism. The completed
design of the Clipper sub-module is displayed in Figure 7.1. The module consists of two
adjustable clipper carriages attached to a large pneumatic piston. The pneumatic piston
contains a set of linear bearings which constrain the motion of the clipper carriages along
the vertical axis. The piston is mounted upon two large L-shaped brackets which support
the weight of the mechanism, and anchor the sub-module to its base. The Clipper sub-
module is oriented lengthwise so that the parts may be clipped along their stems. The
clipper blade is attached to the clipper carriage and can be adjusted within a small range of
motion. The clipper carriages are mounted on the tooling plate of the pneumatic piston and
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slide along the clipper slider base. The dual clipper carriages on the clipper slider base are
useful primarily for clipping ladder-type carrier strips.
Figure 7.1: Clipper Sub-Module
7.3 Clipper Carriage
Mounted to the clipper carriage, the clipper blades are responsible for the shearing
operation that separates the part from its carrier strip. A clipper carriage is shown in detail
in Figure 7.2. The clipper carriage slides within a track on the clipper slider base. The
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carriage and the base were fabricated with an L1 locational fit between them. The location
of the clipping blade can be adjusted to any lengthwise position simply by moving the
clipper carriage. Attached to the clipper carriage is a restrainer carriage which constrains
the carrier strip during the clipping process. A rubber restrainer is attached to the restrainer
carriage, which is spring loaded downwards against a pair of set screw collars. The
restrainer carriage rides on two 1/8" rails which together act as a linear slide, restricting
motion to the vertical direction. The rails ride within two bronze impregnated bushings
press-fit into the restrainer carriage. The rubber stopper is attached to the restrainer carriage
via a set of screws.
per
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Figure 7.2: Clipper Carriage and Blade Mechanism
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The clipping action occurs when the pneumatic piston is actuated downwards. The
clipper carriages, attached to the piston's tooling plate, follow downwards until the rubber
restrainer makes contact with the carrier strip. As the piston is extended further downward,
the springs acting on the restrainer carriage compress the stopper against the carrier strip
and hold it in place. Finally, the blade reaches the part and shears it from the carrier strip.
In the final design concept of the Serial Insertion Module, the part is held inside a set of
gripper fingers during the shearing operation. When the piston is retracted, the blade
retracts along with the rubber stoppers, leaving the part grasped tightly within the gripper
fingers.
7.4 Part Shearing
The primary process parameters involved in the shearing process are the shape and
materials of the clipping blade and support plate, the speed of cutting, and the clearance
between the blade and the support plate. The clearance between the blade and the support
plate is one of the major factors that determines the quality and shape of the sheared edge of
the part. Within the shearing process, the smallest possible clearance between the blade
and the support plate will generate the best surfaces on the edges of the parts. As the
clearance distance between the blade and the support plate increases, the part stem will tend
to be pulled into this clearance zone and the part will undergo increased bending rather than
shearing. As the ductility of the material increases, the quality of the cut increases.
However, the quality decreases as the thickness of the part and the clearance distance both
increase. When shearing operations are unable to maintain a close distance between the
blade and the support plate, a secondary shaving operation may be required. The faster the
part is sheared, the better the surface finish will be along the stem of the part. This is
primarily due to the process of the dissipation of heat generated by the shearing process.
As the shearing process is increased in speed, the deformation and heat generated by plastic
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deformation are confined to within a smaller zone, thus increasing the quality of surface
finish.
Within the design of the Clipper module, it was determined that the best method to
maintain adequate control of the quality of the sheared parts was to closely regulate the
distance in-between the blade and the support plate. The tight control of the clearance was
accomplished though the adaptation of an adjustable support plate which could be moved
along the length of the part stem to adjust the clearance distance. The clipper carriage and
support plate are shown in Figure 7.3. The appropriate location of this plate was
determined through the process of placing it next to the blade when the clipper carriage was
in its lowered position. Theoretically, when positioned correctly, the clearance distance
between the blade and the plate is infinitesimally small. The support plate and the blade
were manufactured out of steel, type ASTM-A36, and proved sufficiently hard enough for
prototype testing.
Figure 7.3: Side View of Clipper Carriage
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The force required to shear a part is directly related to the material ultimate tensile
strength, the part thickness, and the width of the part stem. The equation for the maximum
force, in pounds, required to shear a part can be determined from the equation for the
punch force required to stamp sheet metal. This equation is given by:
F= LtS (7.1)
where s is the resistance of the material to shearing, L is the width or length of cut, and t is
the thickness of the material. For the parts assembled into the HSSE product, the
composition material is phosphor bronze with a shearing resistance of approximately
40,000 lb/in. The parts have a thickness of 0.006" and a width of 0.016". Using these
values, the calculated shearing force was 3.36 lb. per part. The shearing process and part
geometries associated with the clipping of an HSSE part from the carrier strip is shown in
Figure 7.4. The force required may be increased by 10 to 20 percent for an internal friction
strain hardening allowance. Despite the low force requirement for the HSSE part, there
exists several parts from other products that are significantly larger. For example, a part
with a width of 1/16" and a thickness of 1/32" made of bronze would require
approximately 68 lbs of force. If a ladder-type strip was attached to this part and sheared
by the Clipper sub-module, the actuator used would have to match or exceed 165 lbs. in
order to cleanly shear the part. Keeping this value under consideration during the design
process, an actuator was chosen with the ability to apply at least 200 lbs to the clipping
carriages.
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concept, it was decided that the best approach would be to accommodate the induced
moment through the use of linear bearings. An additional concern regarding the magnitude
of the induced moment quickly became apparent when considering the effects of the
moments while clipping ladder-type carrier strips. With a ladder strip, the force needs to be
applied directly to the center of the strip to avoid generating any moments. If clipping only
a single part, the clipper would need to apply its force directly above the clipper blade.
Balancing and adjusting this force every time a new type of carrier strip is introduced
would be quite difficult and cumbersome, and would leave much room for misalignment
error. Alternatively, the problems associated with the induced moment were alleviated
though the use of linear bearings that surround and support the pneumatic piston.
Piston Force
ting
ent
Reaction Force
Figure 7.5 Moments Induced on Clipper Carriage
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The piston chosen for the final design was a linear thruster. This cylinder has the
advantages of containing an internal linear bearing system that can support large moments
around its tooling plate. Using the linear thruster in the final design separates the actual
vertical clipping motion away from the clipper carriage. The entire clipper slider base is
actuated in the vertical direction by the linear thruster. This eliminates the inherent concern
regarding the location and effects of bearings on the clipping process. This separation
greatly simplified the design effort associated with the Clipper sub-module. Separating the
motion of the piston from the clipper carriage allowed flexible qualities to be applied to both
independently, thus increasing the overall flexibility of the system.
This pneumatic cylinder is displayed in Figure 7.6. The primarily advantage of the
cylinder is its internal linear bearing system. The stroke of the piston is easily adjusted and
controlled by a set of adjustable bumpers located along the lengths of the shafts. The linear
thruster also has the added benefit of an internal magnet mounted on the piston plunger.
This magnet was linked with a set of magnetic reed switches to aid in the control of
actuation by feeding back the relative position of the cylinder.
7.6 Flexibility Considerations
The Clipper sub-module's primary degrees of flexibility arise from the modular
interchangeable structure of the clipper carriage. For each individual type of carrier strip, a
unique blade can be attached to the clipper carriage. In some cases, only minor
modifications to the location of the blade with respect to the carrier strip are needed to
accommodate various types of strips. The rubber stopper on the restrainer carriage can also
be easily swapped out and replaced if a more part-specific one is required to effectively
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Figure 7.6: Linear Thruster Pneumatic Piston
restrain the carrier strip. In addition to modifying the blade or restrainer, the
carriage can be translated across the plane of the part stem. This enables the
to cut the stem of the part at virtually any location along the length of the part.
desire to obtain a completely different type of profile on the clipped edge of
entire clipper
clipper blade
If there is a
the part, the
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clipper carriage can easily be dismounted from the clipper slider base and replaced with a
new type, capable of performing specific trims.
Another mode of flexibility arises from the addition of the second clipper carriage.
The addition of the second clipper carriage enables the Clipper sub-module to clip parts
from ladder-type carrier strips, through which the parts are transported on two parallel
strips for increased support during handling. Another flexible element inherent in the
design of the Clipper sub-module is the adjustability of the linear thruster. Through the use
of adjustable bumpers on the linear thruster, the vertical thrust and retraction stroke of the
piston can be easily altered for different types of cuts. The depth of cut can influence the
clipped profile placed on the part, and the amount of adverse bending that the part
undergoes during the clipping operation. Additional flexibility gains can be attained from
the use of the Clipper sub-module with the Indexer sub-module. The Indexer sub-module
is used to flexibly place the part precisely where the clipping blade is located. For products
requiring distinct types of cuts for a wide variety of parts and carrier strips, this can be a
highly flexible approach.
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8. Gripper Sub-Module
The Gripper sub-module is the third and final sub-module that was developed
within the detailed design concept of the Serial Insertion Module. The Gripper sub-module
is responsible for gripping parts during the clipping process, rotating them 1800, and
inserting them into the product casing. The sub-module consists of three individual
segments which account for accomplishing the preceding tasks. The rotational gripper is
responsible for gripping the parts during the clipping process, and rotating them in front of
the insertion mechanism. The gripper opener is responsible for opening the gripper fingers
while parts are indexed and placed into the gripper prior to the clipping process. The
insertion mechanism is responsible for opening the grippers, grasping the part, and
inserting it into the product casing. The design of these three segments is described in
detail in the following sections. Figure 8.1 displays the three separate segments that when
combined together to comprise the gripper sub-module.
Similar to the design of both the Indexer and Clipper sub-module, the Gripper sub-
module was designed with a modular objective in mind. Although the sub-module is less
likely to be placed in another system module because of its higher degree of specificity, it
was designed with a modular approach, in order to facilitate smooth interaction with the
other two sub-modules. In addition, the modular approach aids in the update and repair of
modules, increasing the overall flexibility of the system.
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Figure 8.1: Gripper Sub-Module
8.2 Rotational Gripper
8.2.1 Rotational Gripper Mechanism
The detailed design of the rotational gripper mechanism focuses upon a few
important criteria. Initially, the gripper is required to securely grip the parts during the
clipping process. Secondly, it has to transport the parts to the insertion mechanism.
Finally, it has to release them in a proper fashion to ensure their proper insertion into the
product casing. The design of the Gripper sub-module also needs to be robust against any
variations within the inserted parts. In addition, the gripper has to grasp the parts tightly
and securely, without damaging them in the process.
In the Phase II design, the gripper was designed to rotate only 900. It was decided
after much consideration that the best design would incorporate a symmetrical system that
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would be able to place parts into the insertion tube while simultaneously holding them for
the clipper. The transportation of the parts would be accomplished by rotating them an
entire 1800. This would place the parts directly in front of the insertion tube, and at the
same time the gripper would be able to accept the next part from the indexer. Designing the
gripper to perform two tasks at once was relatively simple, since the rotational gripper
mechanism is symmetrical about its center. A minimal amount of design effort was
required to convert the single gripper design into a dual-gripper design. This design works
quite successfully, primarily due to the fact that the insertion mechanism, described in
Section 8.4, is placed within the plane of the rotational gripper. A rotation of 1800 results
in the symmetrical grippers being placed in the exact proper location each time they are
rotated. The gripper can be rotated either clock-wise or counter clock-wise without
affecting assembly operations, primarily due to the fact that the insertion mechanism and
the gripper opener interact with the same components on either side of the rotational
gripper.
The gripper fingers that constrain the parts are mounted on the rotational gripper
mount. The mount was designed to be a firm and robust platform for the attachment of the
gripper fingers. Fabricated out of steel, the rotational gripper mount adds a significant
amount of inertia to the rotational mechanism. This was mostly beneficial due to the large
impact forces that the gripper fingers might see during both the insertion and the rotational
processes. The gripper fingers are attached to the rotational gripper mount through ground
steel shafts. The fingers, attached to the steel shafts via a set screw, rotate on the shafts
with respect to the mount. The shafts are surrounded by oil-impregnated bronze bushings
that are press fit into the rotational gripper mount. A set of set-screw collars and thrust
washers constrain the axial motion of the gripper fingers to keep them from disconnecting
from the rotational gripper mount.
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Figure 8.2: Gripper Sub-Module with Insertion Mechanism
In order to effectively grasp and release the part, the Gripper sub-module needs to
have two gripper fingers which apply a constant force. In addition, the gripper fingers are
required to open symmetrically, with equal motions from both the top and bottom fingers.
In order to achieve the appropriate motions required, the rotational gripper was designed
with special gripper fingers that did not require linkages to be used. It was decided that the
concept of constructing four bar linkages in order to coordinate the motion of the grippers
together would be cumbersome and ungainly. In order to achieve this symmetrical motion
without the use of linkages, a set of THK MiniCam rollers were employed for use with the
gripper fingers. The THK MiniCams, mounted on the gripper fingers, are displayed in
Figure 8.2. The THK MiniCams act as miniature rollers that open the gripper fingers when
a tapered rod is inserted between them. If the motion of the tapered rod is stiff along the
axis of insertion, then the top and bottom grippers will open uniformly. The consistent
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motion of the rod opening the grippers is displayed in Figure 8.3. Providing that the
gripper opener rod remains precisely aligned in-between the two THK MiniCams, the
gripper fingers will open smoothly with symmetrical motion between the top and bottom
grippers.
Figure 8.3: Uniform Motion of Grippers
8.2.2 Gripper Fingers Detailed Design
The primary criteria surrounding the detailed design of the gripper fingers focused
on the force required to constrain the parts within the grasp of the fingers. This force must
be high enough to sustain a firm grasp on the parts, but not strong enough as to damage
them in the process. The fingers needed to be designed in accordance with specifications
required for the THK MiniCams' proper operation. The fingers also needed to be designed
with the ability to constrain and grasp a wide variety of parts. Finally, the fingers need to
be able to rotate freely while firmly attached to the rotational gripper mount. The front view
of the gripper fingers is displayed in Figure 8.4.
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Figure 8.4: Gripper Fingers Front View
Considering the discussion in the previous section describing the THK minicams,
the gripper fingers were designed to achieve free rotation about a point located on the path
of the gripper opener rod. In addition, the grippers need to be symmetrically located
around the center of the opening rod when they are in their closed position. This self-
centering was accomplished through the use of stopper blocks on the rotational gripper
mount that constrain the motion of the gripper fingers from proceeding past the center line.
The gripper fingers are spring loaded against the stopper blocks, so that they will be
properly located for the gripper opener rod. The use of the stoppers prevents the gripper
fingers from slipping past the centerline corresponding with the location of the gripper
opener rod.
The gripper fingers rotate on a stainless steel shaft to which they are affixed. The
shaft is constrained within the rotational gripper mount via the set of set-screw collars
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described previously. A set of oil-impregnated thrust washers provide a bearing surface
for the fingers and the collars to ride upon.
The tips of the gripper fingers are required to have separate distinct mounts that are
used to hold the parts during assembly. These mounts, called fingernails, are designed to
be detachable in order to accommodate different types of parts during the insertion process.
With the HSSE product, the parts are constrained in the gripper fingers by the fingernails,
which are lined with thin rubber. This thin rubber supplies a compliant edge upon which
the spring loaded fingers push down on the parts through the fingernails. The rubber not
only has to cushion the part from the force exerted, but also has to grip the part firmly, so
that it will not fly out of the rotational gripper fingers when rotating at high angular
velocities.
The gripper fingers are spring loaded against the stopper blocks on the rotational
gripper mount via tension springs stretched on a set of spring posts. As shown in Figure
8.4, the spring posts provide a safe location for the springs. Excessive motion of the
gripper fingers results in only modest extensions of the springs. Therefore, stronger
springs can be used on the fingers, experiencing less wear than if they were mounted closer
to the gripper fingernails. The force exerted on the gripper fingers by the spring was
calculated from a series of moment equations. The distances which comprise the moment
equations are displayed in Figure 8.5. The equation for the force, in pounds, on the part
via the fingernail as a function of the spring constant, Kpn, is:
F - 0.8(K gring (0.5 - 4))fingernail 
- 3.0
(8.1)
where 0.5" is the initial distance between the spring post on the gripper fingers, and the
spring post on the rotational gripper mount. The spring used in the prototype was
determined through experimental trials. It was unknown exactly how much clamping force
would be required for the three independent actions associated with the fingernail gripping;
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the clipping process, the rotation, and the insertion process. Details on the experimental
conclusions are discussed in Chapter 10.
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Figure 8.5: Gripper Finger Moments
8.2.3 Actuator Selection
The actuator selected for the rotational gripper mechanism was chosen based on a
variety of design criteria. First and foremost, the actuator must be able to angularly
accelerate the entire apparatus at a quick enough pace to satisfy the timing allowances
determined in Section 5.2. Secondly, the actuator must be precise enough to repeatably
align the gripper fingers each time there is an insertion or clipping operation. In addition,
the actuator should be adjustable for angular position, and also should be easy to maintain
and control.
The actuator chosen for the sub-module was selected prior to the start of the detailed
design. This was done primarily due to the fact that the geometric features associated with
the actuator would play an important role in the detailed design. Prior to the design
process, the moment of inertia of the rotational gripper was estimated at 5 lbs-in. This
estimation was determined from the equation for the moment of inertia of a disc, given by:
MR2
I =f p2dm = 2
2 (8.2)
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where M is the total mass of the disc, and R is the outer radius. For the purpose of
estimation, the mass was valued at 2.0 lbs, and the radius at 2.25 inches. These values
were based upon aluminum as the primary material, and the minimum distance that any
mass would extend from the center of rotation. The angular acceleration required, based on
the time allocations discussed in Section 5.2, was calculated from the following formula:
O~20 at2
2 (8.3)
where 6 is the distance traveled (7t radians), t is the time required to perform the rotation
(300 milliseconds), and a is the angular acceleration required in radians/sec 2. The value of
a was determined to be 69.8 radians/sec 2. Following this determination, the amount of
torque required to accelerate the mass from rest was determined from:
T= Ia
(8.4)
where I is the moment of inertia, and T is the required torque. The final value for the
torque estimation was determined to be 349.06 in-lbs. Estimating the moment of inertia for
a large disc left a large margin of safety for the design process, considering the prediction
that the final design would be considerably smaller.
The actuator chosen for the Gripper sub-module was a rotary pneumatic cylinder.
The cylinder is displayed in Figure 8.6. A pneumatic-type cylinder was chosen primarily
due to the fact that pneumatics can supply a large amount of torque within a relatively small
space. The cylinder is capable of supplying a torque output (in-lbs) equal to 0.37 times the
numerical value, in psi, of the supplied air pressure. With normal shop pressure at 65 psi,
that equates to 384.8 in-lbs, which is more than enough continuous torque to drive the
gripper mechanism, based on the estimations described above. The cylinder incorporates a
rack and pinion mechanism in order to translate linear pneumatic motion into rotary motion.
In addition, the piston has angle adjustment stops located on each end. These stops allows
the end angular position of the piston to be adjusted independently of the opposite end. In
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other words, when the cylinder is actuated in one direction, the adjustment and fine tuning
of the end position is completely separate from when the piston is actuated in the opposite
direction. Another beneficial feature associated with the cylinder was its built-in internal
adjustable air cushions. These air cushions regulate the flow of air into the piston as it
nears the end of its length of travel. This regulation slows down the air piston so that it
makes a gentle stop at the end of an actuation cycle. This is useful to reduce the amount of
shock-loading exposed to the part. At the end of travel, the part may have a tendency to
lose registration with the gripper fingers if the amount of force placed on it by the sudden
stop is too high. The adjustable cushions helped to reduce this shock loading. The piston
also is equipped with internal magnets mounted on the center of the piston shaft. The use
of these magnets, coupled with a set of magnetic reed switches, ease the implementation of
actuation and monitoring of the cylinder through the computer.
Figure 8.6: Rotary Pneumatic Cylinder
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8.2.4 Flexibility Considerations
The primary degrees of flexibility associated with the rotational gripper mechanism
stem largely from the replaceable gripper fingernails. These fingernails can be tailored for
varying part thicknesses, different types of surface coatings, or different geometrical
configurations of parts. The fingernails are attached to the gripper fingers through the use
of small screws, making them easily removable during tooling changeover. An additional
element of flexibility stems from the use of the interchangeable springs which can be
replaced on the mechanism, depending upon the force required at the gripper fingernails.
The use of the rotary cylinder also adds to the flexibility of the machine through it's
multiple degrees of adjustability.
8.3 Gripper Opener
8.3.1 Gripper Opener Mechanism
The purpose of the gripper opener mechanism is to open the gripper fingers when
they are located near the clipper blade. The gripper opener primarily consists of an opener
rod that is attached to a linear carriage actuated by a solenoid. As described previously, the
opener rod opens the gripper fingers by acting on the THK MiniCam rollers. The design
of the gripper opener is displayed in Figure 8.7. The tubular solenoid which actuates the
linear slide is mounted into a base which supports the entire segment. The gripper opener
is sub-contained as one unit, following once again the modular approach to design
previously displayed in the other sub-modules.
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Figure 8.7: Gripper Sub-Module with Gripper Opener
8.3.2 Actuator Selection
For ease of design and assembly, the solenoid chosen for the gripper opener was
the same model used on the Indexer sub-module. Standardization on a single type of
solenoid was useful in the maintenance of spare parts, the design of the mounting bases,
and the configuration of power controls. Since the solenoids are all the same type, they can
be run off the same power bus. This simplified the wiring scheme of the entire system,
and also greatly reduced the number of spare parts required to be kept on hand.
8.3.3 Interface Requirements
Within the overall detailed design of the Gripper sub-module, the design and
location of the gripper opener needed to be considered with respect to the location of the
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Clipper sub-module. Because there is such tight interaction between the two sub-modules,
the gripper opener needed to be designed within the space requirements dictated by their
dependence on each other. The goal of the design was to achieve successful opening of the
grippers using the THK MiniCam guidance system, without interfering with the
performance of the Clipper sub-module. It was not desired to incorporate an entirely new
method of opening the grippers, as this would have defeated the purpose of both the
symmetry and the elegant design of the THK MiniCam system.
Initially, it was thought that there would be enough room for the solenoid to be
mounted within the same plane as the THK MiniCams. However, when the Clipper sub-
module was placed next to the Gripper sub-module within an AutoCAD three dimensional
paper space viewport, there were several geometric conflicts which soon became apparent.
The gripper opener, if designed collinear with the THK minicams, would impact into the
base of the Clipper sub-module. In addition to intense modification of the Clipper sub-
module, there would have occurred additional geometric interactions when the clipper blade
was lowered.
Barring the use of the collinear design concept, the gripper opener was designed
with an internal linear slide that would translate the linear motion of the solenoid one inch to
the right. This design is displayed in Figure 8.8. The gripper opener was designed with
two horizontal rails which support the opener slide. The two rails fit through the slide
within oil-impregnated bronze bushings that are press fit into the opener slide. Two
springs wrapped around the rails act to push the carriage backwards against the tubular
solenoid. When actuated, the solenoid pushes the opener slide and the opener rod into the
THK minicams, thus opening the gripper fingers.
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Figure 8.8: Gripper Opener Mechanism
In mounting the two springs on both rails, the compressive force seen by the
opener slide is equal from each rail, and the resultant force is subsequently focused in the
center of the opener slide. In a likewise manner, the force from the solenoid is applied
directly to the center of the opener slide. The application of the force to the center of the
slide eliminates any major concerns regarding excessive moments placed on the slide
during actuation and withdrawal. Excessive moments caused by an imbalanced force can
cause a linear slide to bind within its bearings.
8.3.4 Flexibility Considerations
The primary mode of flexibility involved with the design of the gripper opener
encompasses the fact that it is quite modular in nature. Self-contained and specifically
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designed to perform one task, the segment may be adapted for use in other sections of the
system-wide design concept. This modularity aids in the repair or replacement of the
gripper opener, and also encourages focused system enhancements by increasing the
number of "swapable" segments.
8.4 Insertion Mechanism
8.4.1 Insertion Mechanism Detailed Design
The insertion mechanism is responsible for picking up the part from the gripper
fingers, attaining positive registration within the vacuum pressure part gripper, and
inserting the part into the casing. The insertion mechanism is shown in detail in Figure
8.9. The segment requires the use of only a single degree of freedom, and thus a single
linear actuator, to accomplish the required insertion tasks. The insertion mechanism opens
the grippers in a similar manner to the gripper opener. A long opener rod attached to the
insertion block opens the grippers as the vacuum tube approaches. The positive pressure
from the vacuum pump applied to the part gripper tube sucks the part into the tube as soon
as the grippers open. The part is then transported past the gripper fingers and into the
product casing.
The insertion block connects the pneumatic piston to the gripper opener and the
vacuum pressure part gripper. The gripper opener and the insertion tube both fit inside a
shaft within the insertion block. Both can be adjusted linearly and angularly for alignment
purposes. The gripper opener must be adjusted with respect to the part gripper in order to
synchronize the timing associated with the opening of the gripper fingers precisely. Both
the gripper opener and the part gripper are constrained within the insertion block by two
set-screws. Both can be easily removed and replaced with a different type of rod depending
upon the classification of part being inserted. The insertion block has a stroke limiting
stopper which limits the amount of travel afforded by the pneumatic cylinder. The insertion
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block itself is mounted to the tooling plate of the pneumatic cylinder. The entire block
moves linearly along the length of the gripper opener tube and the part gripper.
Opener
Figure 8.9: Insertion
Vacuum Pressure "Sample Part
Part Gripper Sample Part
Block and Part Gripper
8.4.2 Vacuum Pressure Part Gripper / Insertion Tube Design
The design of the prototype insertion tube does not differ widely from the one
described in Section 5.3. The tube was designed to be part specific, and can be
interchanged with another type at any time. The part constrained in the insertion gripper
tube is displayed in Figure 8.10. The gripper's vacuum positive pressure aids in picking
up the part when the gripper fingers are opened by the gripper opener rod. Various
amounts of misalignment can be tolerated when picking up the part. This increased
robustness is due to the v-grooved shape of the tube as it surrounds the part. When the
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vacuum pressure draws the part near, the part attempts to find the lowest potential energy
level in the gripper. This lowest level corresponds to the part being accurately located
within the vacuum tube. Slight misalignments of the part both linearly and angularity can
easily be tolerated, as the vacuum tube's self-alignment nature corrects any aberrations.
Figure 8.10: Part Held in V-Groove Insertion Tube
8.4.3 Actuator Selection
The design criteria for the selection of the actuator involves a few major
considerations. The actuator has to be able to insert the part into the product casing with
ample force. Secondly, the actuator has to support the insertion block, and restrain it from
rotating about the center of the piston. Finally, the actuator needs to fit within the space
requirements allotted by the gripper mechanism.
It was decided that the best actuator for the system would be a pneumatic cylinder.
The motion of the actuator was required only to translate a specific linear distance during
each insertion cycle time; this distance does not vary between individual parts. A large
amount of force, although not required for the HSSE product, may be required in the future
to insert parts of other types into casings.
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The pneumatic piston chosen for the segment was non-rotating cylinder. The non-
rotating cylinder is displayed in Figure 8.11. This cylinder is specifically designed with a
dual set of acting rods. These two rods constrain the motion of the front tooling plate, and
prevent it from rotating about the center of the piston. The piston is capable of applying 57
lbs of force when supplied with 65 psi of air pressure. The piston has a three inch stroke
in order to allow for future needs pending in assembling different types of products. In
addition, this piston has an internally mounted magnet within the piston tube. This magnet,
when coupled with external hall-effect sensors, ease the implementation of a computer
controlled system to regulate the position of the cylinder.
Figure 8.11: Non-rotating Pneumatic Cylinder
8.4.4 Flexibility Concerns
The primary degrees of flexibility with the insertion mechanism originate largely
from the adjustability of each of its components. Both the insertion tube and the gripper
opener can be adjusted in order to compensate for the interaction between the fingers and
the insertion tube. The stroke length of the piston, and the insertion block can also be
adjusted. In addition, the modularity of the vacuum pressure part gripper leads to a high
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degree of flexibility. The entire apparatus can be used to assemble any type of part into any
type of casing, simply by replacing the part gripper. The decentralization of part-specific
tooling down to the elemental level aids in the retooling time required to assemble a new
product.
8.5 Serial Insertion Sub-Module Integration
Following the completion of the three sub-module detailed designs, an overall base
design was required to link them together mechanically so that they could perform the
assembly operations of the Serial Insertion Module. Since each sub-module was designed
as a separate independent entity, the bases for each sub-module needed to be independent
of each other as well. This led to the design of two separate layers of base platforms. The
first layer is used to connect and join all the segments of each sub-module together. The
second layer connects all the sub-modules together through their respective individual
bases. The modular bi-layer design of the Serial Insertion Module base is displayed in
Figure 9.1. This approach to modular design aids in the adjustment, repair, and testing of
the individual sub-modules. Since each sub-module is a unique "swapable" unit, they can
be replaced or repaired without the inconvenience of dismantling the entire machine.
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Indexer Base
Main Base
Clipper Base
Figure 8.12: Serial Insertion Module Base
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9. Serial Insertion Prototype
Following the formulation of the detailed design of each individual sub-module and
its corresponding base, the Serial Insertion Module design was translated into a set of
blueprints for fabrication. The resulting prototype is described in the following sections.
Section 9.1 discusses the use of the computer model to confirm the geometric constraints of
the system. Section 9.2 pictorially displays the completed prototype with a brief summary
of the important characteristics associated with the individual sub-modules. In Section 9.3,
the results of the Serial Insertion Module's testing and operation are discussed. Finally,
Section 9.4 considers a set of design recommendations and conclusions associated with the
next design phase.
9.1 Computer Model Verification
Prior to the fabrication of parts, the Serial Insertion Module was pieced together in
an AutoCAD virtual design space in order to identify any geometric interactions or
conflicts that may have been overlooked within the modular design process. Figures 9.1
and 9.2 display the Serial Insertion Module assembled with all three of the sub-modules
mounted to the main base.
Placing the sub-modules on the common base produced no inherently obvious
interaction problems between them. The use of the three dimensional design space was
particularly useful for confirming that the designs of the individual sub-modules would
interact well together. For the purpose of testing, the computer model allowed the rotation
of the gripper fingers as a unit, as well as the virtual actuation of the linear thruster clipper.
The thorough testing afforded by the three dimensional model led credence and security to
the validity of the design, and also helped to confirm the proper geometric construction of
the prototype parts. Since the blueprints were created directly from the three dimensional
model, the entire system could instantly be checked for design errors. This process
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eliminated a few potentially costly errors, and also aided in decreasing the overall design
time.
Figure 9.1: Right View of Serial Insertion Module Prototype
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Figure 9.2: Left View of Serial Insertion Module Prototype
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9.2 Serial Insertion Prototype
As mentioned previously, this section serves as a pictorial display of the Serial
Insertion Module prototype. As viewed from the right, the module is displayed in Figure
9.3. Clearly visible are the Indexer sub-module, and the linear thruster from the Clipper
sub-module. Also visible on the left is the servo motor that powers the linear motion of the
indexer carriage. In this photograph, the Clipper sub-module's position is fixed with
respect to the Indexer sub-module. The one inch thick base of the Indexer can be seen in
the lower right corner of the photograph. The Clipper and the Indexer are both aligned
together through the use of reference surfaces on their respective bases. In order to adjust
its location, the Clipper sub-module can be linearly translated from front to back.
Figure 9.3: Serial Insertion Module Prototype
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Figure 9.4: Indexer Sub-Module Prototype
A close-up view of the Indexer sub-module is displayed in Figure 9.4. Clearly
visible are the left and right stopper mechanisms, as well as the indexer carriage. In the
photograph, the indexer carriage is constraining a carrier strip consisting of HSSE-type
parts. The three solenoids, used for actuation, can be seen on top of the two stopper
mechanisms and the indexer carriage. The spring return mechanism responsible for the
restraining force exerted by the indexer cones is shown attached to the top of the indexer
carriage solenoid. The servo motor, towards the rear and attached to the timing belt
mechanism, can be seen driving the indexer carriage. Although the maximum practical
working range of the Indexer is 1.0" when inserting the HSSE parts, the mechanism was
designed with a maximum stroke of 3.0", in order to leave ample leeway for future
products.
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Figure 9.5: Side-View of Indexer Sub-Module
The side view of the indexer, shown in Figure 9.5, affords a close view of the
stopper mechanism, and the timing belt mechanism. The stopper solenoid can be seen
sitting atop of the stopper mounting bracket, and the entire stopper linkage is shown
immediately below. The THK slide and carriage which support the indexer carriage
mechanism can be seen in-between the stopper mechanism and the timing belt mechanism.
The servo motor, mounted to the timing belt mechanism via the oldham coupling, is
attached to its mounting bracket, which in turn is affixed to the Indexer sub-module base.
The timing belt pulley is shown constrained by the inverse "C" pulley mounting bracket.
The one inch thick aluminum base plate provides a support for mounting all the primary
indexer segments. Also visible is the adjustable front mounting plate that the carrier strip
rides upon. Mounted on top of this plate is the backstop, which serves as an extra support
against the rear of the carrier strip.
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A close-up view of the indexer carriage is displayed in Figure 9.6. Clearly shown
is the indexer carriage with the adjustable slide, capable of indexing any type of carrier
strip. The rocker arm linkage can be seen connecting both of the indexer cone shafts
together. The indexer cones are displayed constraining the carrier strip trough its indexing
holes. The height of the cones can be adjusted through the use of the set screws located on
the front of the indexer cone shafts. The spring loaded solenoid, located at the top of the
indexer carriage, holds the indexer cones downward to constrain the carrier strip. A set of
set-screw collars on the rocker arm linkage prevent the mechanism from becoming slack.
Also visible are the oil-impregnated bronze bushings within which the indexer cone shafts
ride. The interchangeable front plate and the adjustable guide, which acts as the backstop
for the carrier strip, are shown supporting the carrier strip.
Figure 9.6: Close-Up of Indexer Carriage
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Figure 9.7 displays a set of HSSE parts being indexed into the gripper fingers.
Visible in the background is the shearing plate which supports the carrier strip during the
clipping process. Towards the top of the photograph, the restrainer carriage and the clipper
blade can be seen. Located towards the left of the photograph, the gripper opener is seen
holding open the gripper fingers. The gripper fingernails are shown attached to the tips of
the gripper fingers by two miniature cap screws. A white nylon restraining block is also
visible at the top of the photograph. The purpose of the restraining block is to keep the
carrier strip from rising up as it leaves the domain of the Indexer sub-module. Also visible
in the photograph is the HSSE parts on their carrier strip. The HSSE carrier strip is a
prime example of an instance where the parts are carried asymmetrically. The parts are
transported in left and right-handed pairs on the carrier strip. In order to successfully insert
the parts into the product casing, the indexer must transport each part a distinct distance in-
between insertion cycles.
Figure 9.7: Parts in Gripper
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Figure 9.8: Parts Under Clipper
As viewed from the right side in Figure 9.8, a single HSSE part is held firmly
within the gripper fingers. This photograph displays the parts prior to the clipping process.
The gripper fingers are observed grasping the part through the fingernails. The thin layers
of rubber that line the fingernails help to keep the part from flying out of the grippers
during the rotation process. The HSSE part does not lie flat along its surface, but instead
has a varying contour which makes gripping the part increasingly difficult. The gripper
must grasp the part far enough from its front tip in order to obtain a good grip, while at the
same time it must not interfere with the clipping process. Because there is such a wide
variety of part types, the operation of the machine will undoubtedly require a large number
of different types of gripper fingernails.
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Figure 9.9: Pneumatic Rotational Gripper
The rotational gripper and the insertion mechanism are shown in Figure 9.9. The
rotational cylinder is displayed in the center of the photograph, with the rotational gripper
mount attached to the center. The gripper fingers shown attached to the rotational gripper
are mounted through the use of four set screw collars. Visible along the length of the
grippers is the placement of an additional extension spring. This design alteration,
described in the following section, was implemented primarily because the normal spring
tension was not high enough to grasp the parts without having them fly out of the gripper
fingers during rotation operations. Another design change, visible along the bottom of the
photograph, is the addition of an elastic band that is attached to the rotational gripper
mount. This implementation was formed primarily to eliminate excess backlash inherent in
the internal mechanism of the rotational cylinder. One of the magnetic reed switches that
feedback the position of the cylinder can be seen strapped around the top of the piston.
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Figure 9.10 displays a part held in the gripper fingers, prior to the insertion
operation. The part is held in the gripper fingernails, which are lined with rubber strips in
order to aid in the maintenance of positive registration. The pneumatic piston stroke
limiting stopper is clearly seen towards the top of the photograph. In this photograph, the
part has just been clipped and rotated in front of the vacuum pressure part gripper. The
insertion block is about to be moved forward by the non-rotating pneumatic cylinder for
insertion of the part into the casing. As the insertion block is brought forward, the gripper
opener rod, shown in the background, will open the gripper fingers symmetrically about
their midpoint line. The locations of the gripper opener rod and the vacuum pressure part
gripper can be adjusted by moving them in and out of their bearing sleeves. The tube and
the rod are constrained in their respective sleeves by two set screws. As the grippers are
opened, the part stem will begin to be absorbed into the tube. When the fingers release
their grip entirely, the part will fly into the part gripper, sucked in by the vacuum pressure.
As the part attempts to find the lowest energy level, the v-grooves will align and register the
part properly within the gripper tube.
Figure 9.10: Part Prior to Insertion
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Figure 9.11: Insertion Tube Inserting Part
Figure 9.11 shows the vacuum pressure part gripper as it is about to insert the part
into a product casing. Note that the product casing is not shown in this photograph. The
gripper opener rod, not visible from behind the fingers, has opened the gripper fingers
uniformly about their centerline. The THK MiniCams, slightly visible, roll smoothly
around the opener rod as the grippers are opened. At this point in time, the vacuum
pressure from the tube has successfully gripped the part. Note that the non-rotating
pneumatic cylinder transports the entire insertion block while opening the gripper fingers
and grasping the part with a single stroke. Additionally, left and right adjustability of the
vacuum pressure part gripper was added to the design. This design modification,
discussed in the following section, was implemented in order to assemble parts which are
transported non-symmetrically on the carrier strip. The HSSE is one example of a non-
symmetrically transported part.
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Figure 9.12 shows the Serial Insertion Module as viewed from the right. Note the
size of the linear thruster with respect to the rest of the module. The high cutting forces
required by the shearing process have the potential to transform what would normally be a
relatively small mechanism into a large undertaking.
Figure 9.12: Serial Insertion Module
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9.3 Serial Insertion Module Operation and Testing
9.3.1 Control System Setup
The assembly operations of the Serial Insertion Module are coordinated and
controlled by a 32-bit digital computer. A schematic of the control system used with the
Serial Insertion Module is displayed in Figure 9.13. Two input/output cards were used to
control the machine, one a Keithly Metrabyte PIO-24 I/O card with 24 digital I/O ports, and
the other a TEK-80 5660 four axis servo controller card with eight I/O ports. For
controlling the assembly operations, the PIO card was used solely to monitor feedback.
The TEK-80 card was used to offer closed-loop control to the indexer servo motor, and
also to output binary signals to the power bus regulating the actuation of both the solenoids
and the pneumatic cylinders.
The solenoids associated with the motion of the stoppers, the indexer carriage, and
the gripper opener, are controlled with an open loop system. Feedback control of the
solenoids is not necessary because of the fast response time, and the binary nature of their
motions. A time delay based on the actuation time for the solenoids was implemented
within the Serial Insertion Module control program. The solenoids are connected to a
power bus activated by a set of low current relays. The TTL based outputs from the TEK-
80 are connected in parallel with pull-up resistors in order to have the output signals from
the card trigger the relays.
The pneumatic cylinders of the entire system were controlled through a manifold
that utilized solenoid-driven valves. The pneumatic valves were controlled in a similar
manner to the solenoids mentioned above, and the binary positions of the pneumatic
cylinders were monitored by the computer via magnetic reed switches and hall effect
sensors placed on the cylinders.
The programming code for the Serial Insertion Module is very straightforward.
After performing a few initialization routines and part-type queries from the operator, the
program proceeds with the insertion tasks in a linear order. The code for the Serial
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Insertion Module was programmed in the C language. The operation of the machine
primarily follows the timing diagram analysis detailed in Section 5.2. The feedback on the
pneumatic cylinders was useful for maximizing the speed potential of the system, and also
for reducing the variability associated with the pneumatic actuators.
Outputs(Position)
Inputs
Feeback Control)
Figure 9.13: Control System Schematic
9.3.2 Indexer Speed Trials
The Indexer was the first sub-module assembled and tested. Its overall modular
design permitted the testing of its indexing abilities without the use of the other sub-
modules. In order to adequately test the functionality of the Indexer, the sub-module was
loaded with a carrier strip that was looped back and reconnected to itself. This allowed the
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continuous testing of the indexer without the problem of running out of parts on the carrier
strip.
The Indexer was tested with the parts from the HSSE product. For the HSSE
parts, the indexing distance between the holes on the carrier strip is 0.5" A separate test
program was developed to index the carrier strip 0.5", and then rewind the indexer
carriage. The indexer program was written in accordance to the indexing operations
outlined in the timing analysis in Section 5.2. The program was run for approximately 1.5
hours as the indexer recirculated the carrier strip through itself. A total of 15,000 parts
were indexed without any failures occurring.
Following the initial test runs of the Indexer, it was soon discovered that the rubber
stoppers should be set as close as possible to the carrier strip in order to prevent it from
rising up before and after the carrier strip reaches the indexer cones. It was also determined
through various trials that the position of the leading and trailing strips are very important to
the operation of the Indexer. If there is a twist placed on the strip that is fed into the
indexer, the strip will have a tendency to become loose and lose registration with the
indexer cones. In a likewise manner, any adverse forces placed on the strip following its
departure from the Indexer will have a tendency to cause it to become derailed from the
indexer cones. A working solution to this problem resulted in the addition of a carrier strip
constraining block, and a carrier catcher located downstream of the Indexer. These design
enhancements are detailed in Section 9.3.4.
The Indexer speed trials were performed at the rate of 4 per second. At 250
milliseconds per indexed part, this exceeded the initial estimates from the timing analysis
detailed in Section 5.2. The actuation time for the part to be indexed 0.5" by the servo
motor was 53 milliseconds, nearly 100 milliseconds quicker than initially predicted. This
increase in speed is most likely attributable to the large safety margin used in determining
the size of the servo motor. The 50 ms speed of actuation for the solenoids was consistent
with the time predicted in the timing analysis. The overall accuracy of the indexer carriage
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was flawless, repeatably positioning the carriage precisely each time a part was indexed.
The accuracy and repeatability of the indexer carriage were confirmed using a calibrated
mechanical measuring device.
9.3.3 Prototype Design Modifications
After running many tests with the Serial Insertion Module, there arose some
obvious design improvements that needed to be performed in order to achieve the
successful insertion of parts. The following sections describe the problems and their
redesigned solutions.
9.3.3.1 Adjustable Clamp Design Modifications
A few minor adjustments and changes to the design of the prototype occurred as
more information was gathered regarding the robustness of the Indexer sub-module.
Primarily, the method of constraining the adjustable segments of the system was deemed
not worthy to withstand repeated robustness tests. The primary method of securing most
of the adjustable moving parts was through the use of set screws. Most specifically, the
stoppers, the indexer cones, and the gripper opener rods all became loose after repeated
use. The immediate solution for adaptation within the prototype was to place split-hub
clamp collars around the shafts that were slipping. This proved successful in stopping the
slipping error pattern. However, in future design phases, the clamps should be internalized
within the design of the machine.
9.3.3.2 Clipper Blade Design Modifications
After running the Serial Insertion Module repeatably, a geometric conflict was
discovered between the part and the clipper blade. Following the clipping of the part in the
assembly process, the part is rotated around so that the stem is located in front of the
insertion tube. Initially, when the part was rotated around the upper two quadrants of the
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rotary cylinder's arc, the stem of the part had a tendency to impact with the clipper blade.
The part would become dislodged and would fail to be properly oriented within the gripper
fingers following the rotation. As a result of this conflict, the blade was ground down in
order to create a empty circular section that the part stem could travel through. The
modified clipper blade is displayed in Figure 9.14. It consists of the original generic blade
with a radius curve ground out of its side section. The exact geometry of the blade was
determined from marking the path from the end of the part stem as it impacted with the
clipper blade.
Figure 9.14 Modified Clipper Blade
9.3.3.3 Insertion Block Design Modifications
While operating the Serial Insertion Module, it became inherent that within the
original design, a degree of adjustability was overlooked. It was initially assumed that the
location of the parts within the gripper fingers could easily be controlled by how far they
were indexed into the gripper fingers. This statement holds true if the parts are symmetrical
on the carrier strip. However, when attempting to insert asymmetrical parts, there occurs a
problem in terms of where the part can be placed within the gripper. Since the vacuum
pressure part gripper remains stationary during all insertion operations, the stem of the part
must be located in the same place within the gripper fingers in order to align the stem with
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the insertion tube. As is the case with the HSSE parts, shown in Figure 9.15, placing the
parts in the gripper means that the first part of the pair must be placed farther into the
gripper than the second part. Since the stem must be placed in the same place each time a
part is indexed into the gripper fingers, the first and second parts will be placed at different
locations within the gripper fingernails. If the first part is placed too deep within the
fingers, then the edge of the second part will become grasped when the gripper fingers are
closed. Upon rotation, this will cause the carrier strip to become derailed, halting insertion
operations. Therefore, the current part must be gripped very close to its edge, in order to
avoid accidentally gripping the following part.
Figure 9.15: Asymmetrical HSSE Parts on Carrier Strip
Since the insertion block was originally designed with the vacuum pressure tube
location fixed with respect to the gripper fingers, the insertion of the HSSE parts became
impossible. The parts would had to have been inserted into the gripper too far to avoid
gripping two parts at once. With the asymmetrical nature of the parts in mind, the insertion
block was redesigned in order to allow the adjustment of the location of the gripper tube.
This design modification is displayed in Figure 9.16. The design change simply places the
vacuum pressure part gripper on an adjustable slide which is attached to the insertion block.
This adjustable slide allows the fixed alignment of the vacuum pressure part gripper with
respect to the gripper fingers. Adjustments are performed prior to the assembly process,
and the slide remains in its fixed location during all operations. The modification also made
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it easier to mount the vacuum hose to the bottom of the slide. The addition of this design
modification made the Serial Insertion Module capable of inserting the HSSE non-
symmetrical parts. It also aided in the overall adjustment of the clipper blade and the index
starting position, since both are indirectly related to the vacuum part gripper location.
Figure 9.16 Modified Insertion Block
9.3.3.4 Rotational Cylinder Anti-Backlash Mechanism
After observing the motion of the rotational cylinder for a while within the Serial
Insertion Module, it became clear that the actuator had at least one major shortcoming. The
internal rack and pinion mechanism which converts the linear pneumatic motion into rotary
motion contains an unusually large amount of backlash. Within the mechanism, free
angular displacements of 5' to 8' were easily generated. Initially it was perceived that the
backlash would not be a problem, given the self-aligning nature of the gripper opener and
the THK MiniCams. In theory, as long as the THK MiniCams are located close to the
gripper opener, the opener would align the fingers properly while opening them. Although
this worked some of the time, the backlash induced a large amount of slop within the
system. Sometimes the solenoid actuated gripper opener would have a difficult time
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opening the grippers due to the poor alignment. If there were any gross linear
misalignments between the insertion block and the gripper opener, then simultaneous
insertion and indexing operations could not be performed. It was determined that the
proper method of dealing with the backlash was to eliminate it entirely from the system.
Normally, anti-backlash mechanisms require that the gears be preloaded in a single
direction. The preload works to eliminate backlash by spring loading the gears against each
other. The rotational cylinder is unique however, in that it contains adjustable end stop
positions. Therefore, instead of preloading the actual internal mechanism, the cylinder was
spring loaded against the adjustable stops. Although the direction of the internal backlash
will change when the cylinder is rotated, the end position will always be in the same
location due to the adjustable stops. An industrial elastic band was used to spring load the
rotational cylinder against its adjustable stops. The band was wrapped around the rear of
the rotational gripper mount, and attached to a mounting point located below the center of
the cylinder. This mechanism is displayed in Figure 9.17. The elastic band preloads the
gripper mount against the stops in both positions. When the cylinder rotates the gripper
mount, the elastic band rotates around and continues exerting its force downward against
the stop on the opposite side. The elastic band proved strong enough to effectively
constrain the rotational gripper mount against its adjustable stop, even during the impacts
associated with the insertion process.
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Figure 9.17 Anti-Backlash Mechanism
9.3.3.5 Gripper Finger Spring Repositioning
During the testing phase of the Serial Insertion Module, it was discovered that the
springs designed for the rotational gripper mount were not strong enough to effectively
constrain the parts within the gripper fingers. The parts often flew out of the rotational
gripper fingers while exposed to centrifugal forces inherent with the rotational process.
The parts were often dislodged as soon as the gripper completed its trajectory and impacted
at the end of its travel.
The initial proposed solution to this problem manifested itself in an attempt to place
stronger springs on the spring posts of the gripper rotational mount. This reduced the error
condition slightly, but the stiffer springs were increasingly easier to deform, and soon lost
most of their force. The final solution entailed the placement of springs on the gripper
fingers connecting them to each other. These springs are visible in Figures 9.9 and 9.10,
located in the previous section. The increased force on the gripper fingers solved the
problem of the parts rotating out of the gripper fingers at normal speeds.
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9.3.3.6 Carrier Catcher Design
As mentioned previously, the forces exerted on the carrier strip before and after the
strip leaves the domain of the Indexer have a significant effect on the performance of the
Indexer. After the Serial Insertion Module was assembled, it became inherently obvious
that a type of carrier catcher was required in order to remove the excess carrier strip from
underneath the Clipper sub-module. Since there is such a close fit between the Gripper and
the Clipper sub-modules, the removal of the carrier strip has to be accomplished within a
relatively small amount of space. Additionally, the carrier strip can not have any adverse
forces placed on it, or it will derail from the indexer.
The first design consideration relied primarily upon the principle of bending the
carrier strip during the clipping process. Bending the carrier out of the way created a small
spiral of excess carrier strip that could be wound up into a wheel for disposal. After
several experimental trials of this technique though, it was deemed inadequate for
implementation within the module. The excess carrier strip became entangled, and soon
began to get caught up within the assembly mechanisms. Once entangled, the carrier strip
derailed, and the insertion process was disrupted.
An alternative solution was to bend the excess carrier strip downward from the
clipper support plate and constrain it within a channel. The development of this carrier
catcher proved successful primarily due to the fact that it does not place any lateral forces
on the carrier strip during the insertion process. The strip is funneled downward into an
aluminum channel that is attached to the underside of the machine. A section of the support
plate was required to be removed in order to maximize the radius of the carrier bend. The
greater the radius of the bend, the less likely that the bending process will lift up the carrier
strip and interfere with the clipping process.
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9.3.3.7 Carrier Container Block
It was determined that when the carrier left the domain of the Indexer, it began to
ride up in the air if there was any discrepancy within the straightness of the strip. This
often led to inaccurate clips, or even the possible derailment of the carrier strip if the strip
impacted the clipper carriage or the restrainer carriage. The carrier catcher also placed
forces on the carrier causing it to exaggerate any discrepancies that might have been
inherent within the carrier strip.
The solution developed to solve this problem involved the construction of a carrier
container block. The container block is basically an L-shape bracket fabricated out of nylon
that constrains the carrier strip from riding up during the insertion process. The carrier
container block can be seen holding the carrier strip in Figures 9.7 and 9.8. The container
block was attached to the shearing support plate on the clipper base.
9.3.4 Serial Insertion Module Operation
Following the testing of the Indexer sub-module, and the installation of the design
modifications described in the previous section, the entire Serial Insertion Module was
driven as a single unit. The operation of the module went very smoothly with little or no
problems with the finished design. The Indexer fed the parts successfully into the Clipper
sub-module. The machine clipped the parts with the properly adjusted blade and then
rotated them for insertion. The vacuum pressure part gripper performed flawlessly in
registering the exact location of the part from the gripper fingers. The machine was run
through several sets of HSSE parts without failure. The machine was operated with a test
run of approximately 500 HSSE parts.
The overall speed of the finished prototype module was lacking from the original
timing diagram. Despite the fact that the machine was inserting two parts within a single
step, the total insertion time for these two parts lingered at just over two seconds.
Disregarding any control system optimization, the major bottleneck of the system was the
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linear thruster pneumatic cylinder, and the rotational cylinder. The size of the air manifold
used to route the air to the pneumatic cylinders turned out to be severely underrated for the
size of the linear thruster. The actuation time was quite slow, (est. 300 ms) compared to
the allotted time from the timing diagram. The actuation time of the linear thruster could be
improved by obtaining a manifold that outputs a larger volume of air quicker than the
chosen manifold.
The other major bottle neck was found within the rotational cylinder and the
rotational gripper mount. Although the manifold controlling the cylinder was more than
adequate to rotate the cylinder quickly, the rotational gripper mount and the gripper fingers
could not be rapidly rotated without losing the positive registration of the part. Most of the
time the part flew out of the gripper fingers when the rotational gripper mount came to a
abrupt stop at the end of its travel. Other times the centrifugal forces exerted on the part
caused it to fly out of the gripper fingernails. Either way, the only working solution was to
slow the rate of rotation down. To keep the parts from flying out during rotation, the
cylinder had a flow controller placed on the outlet valve of the manifold. In order to
prevent the part from being jarred at the end of travel, the adjustable air cushions associated
with the rotational cylinder were adjusted so that the cylinder slowed down near to the end
of the cycle. This decrease in speed caused the actuation time of the cylinder to approach
800 ms (est). Because of the decrease in rotation time, it became clear that a redesign of the
gripper fingernails would be in order. The design recommendations for improving the
Serial Insertion Module are detailed in the following section.
9.4 Design Recommendations and Conclusions
Despite the capable performance of the Serial Insertion Module, there remains some
design recommendations that would improve the overall performance of the machine. The
first recommendation would be to implement a larger air manifold for controlling the
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pneumatic cylinders. The increase in the volumetric airflow will greatly enhance system
performance by decreasing the actuation time for the pneumatic portion of the machine.
Despite the addition of the new springs in their new location, there still existed
some loss of part registration upon the impact of the rotational gripper mount at the end of
its travel. At extremely high rotational speeds, the parts still have a tendency to fly out of
the gripper fingers. This leads to the conclusion that there should be part-specific gripper
fingers which can firmly grasp the part within the fingernails. The rubber strips that
constrain the HSSE part perform well at slow speeds, however, a part-specific solution is
required. Such a design modification was foreseen within the initial design, and integrated
in the form of the interchangeable gripper fingernails.
The stroke of the insertion cylinder needs to be extended. In the final prototype, the
stroke is limited to two inches. Mounting the non-rotating cylinder farther back in its base
will serve to extend the stroke adequately. The extension of the stroke will be useful for
assembly products that require parts with very long stems.
The Clipper sub-module, although performing its formidable task quite well,
should be reduced in size. If the Serial Insertion Module were to be implemented within an
assembly system in its current geometric configuration, the Universal Transport Module
would have to avoid the linear thruster which protrudes out from the module. Future
designs should attempt to make the front of the machine increasingly linear, so that the
transport module can easily maneuver.
Although the carrier catcher worked well in its incarnation, the concept of a carrier
clipper should be implemented. The carrier catcher is not effective enough in taming long
streams of excess carrier strips. The invention of a carrier clipper that moves in unison
with the clipper would eliminate the need to trap and constrain the excess carrier strip.
Disposal would also be much easier, as the excess pieces can be placed in a pan located
underneath the module.
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The rotary pneumatic cylinder can be replaced with a servo motor. The use of a
servo motor will allow greater control over the motion of the gripper mount. The servo
motor can be given a velocity profile to follow on its trajectory. With the servo motor, the
gripper mount can turn quickly, but decelerate in a gentle manner so that the parts will not
fly out of the gripper fingers.
The conclusion to this chapter brings to light once again, the purpose of this
investigation: to explore a flexible approach to assembly, and to construct a machine to test
the viability of this approach. The following chapter discusses the concept of flexible
assembly, and how the construction and implementation of the flexible Serial Insertion
Module comes close to meeting the true flexible expectations.
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10. Conclusions
10.1 Overview
Following the construction and testing of the Serial Insertion Module prototype
concept, a set of conclusions and design recommendations were formulated regarding the
use of flexibility within assembly systems. These design criteria, formulated from the
experience gained through design and construction, can serve as a set of design guidelines
for future flexible manufacturing systems. The three main guidelines for flexible design
include tooling reduction, component adjustability, and system modularity. Together these
three criteria can be used to formulate the design of a flexible assembly system.
10.2 The Flexibility Spectrum
10.2.1 Flexibility versus Hard Tooling
When considering the application of flexible manufacturing techniques to the
assembly process, a significant amount of attention must be paid to the tradeoffs involved.
As with most features, there are disadvantages inherent within the design which make one
solution better or worse for the particular manufacturing operation. As shown in Figure
10.1, the flexibility spectrum displays the duality of flexible implementations within the
assembly process. At one end of the spectrum, there is the implementation of a completely
automated, product specific machine capable of high production outputs. These types of
machines usually require a large amount of part specific tooling and customization. On the
opposite end of the spectrum, there exists the concept of a completely flexible assembly
machine requiring no hard tooling at all. The concept of the completely flexible machine
implies that it can be adapted to assemble any conceivable type of part. Within the
adaptation of complete flexibility, however, there are hidden costs which are not easily
brought to light. The implementation of a zero percent hard tooling machine, if possible to
construct, would require extensive amounts of computer programming. If the coding time
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involved with programming the machine is considered in the design, then the actual part-
specific programming can be considered a type of hard tooling itself. Although not
realistic, the most flexible assembly system consists of a product that assembles itself.
RAPID PRODUCTION OF UNIVERSAL, QUICK
FIXED TOOLING CHANGE
FLEXIBLE
HARD QUICK CHANGE, SPECIAL TOOLING NO
TOOLING PURPOSE TOOLINGI I I
Hardware Software
Programmed Programmed
Figure 10.1: Flexibility Spectrum
In adopting a flexible approach to assembly, the overall goals of the manufacturer
must be kept in line with the current projected output. The adaptation of a flexible line is
best suited for new products with small scale production. Hard-tooling rapid assembly
systems are best suited for large scale manufacturing where the technology curve doesn't
move as fast, and the production startup costs can be recouped over a long period of time.
Manufacturing products in an industry with a technology curve that advances quickly
generates a good argument for the adaptation of flexible tooling.
10.3 Flexibility Within Design
10.3.1 Overview
The entire design of the Serial Insertion Module was conceived with the primary
concepts of flexibility in mind. More specifically, the three types of flexibility designs
incorporated into the module are hard tooling reduction, component adjustability, and
modular separation. The development of all the sub-modules within the machine
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incorporated these three criteria in detail. The three flexible design criteria are described in
the following sections.
10.3.2 Reduction of Hard Tooling
From the initial stages of the design of the Serial Insertion Module, the primary goal
was to reduce the amount of hard tooling that the system required to insert a part. Within
the final design, the hard tooling required for the assembly of a part was often reduced to a
single component or set of components. With the Serial Insertion Module, the primary
components for hard tooling were the vacuum pressure part gripper, the clipper blade, and
the gripper fingernails.
The reduction of hard tooling relies on the concept that there is a limited type or
range of tasks that are going to be performed by the machine. Complete flexibility, similar
to the incarnation of a perpetual motion machine, is unattainable. It was assumed from the
initial stages of the design process that the Serial Insertion Module is not going to be
expected to assemble automotive engine blocks as well as small parts. It is this broad
assumption within the range of flexibility that allows for the reduction of hard tooling. The
machine was designed to accommodate small parts for insertion into a product casing. The
parameters involved with the assembly of each different part will vary from product to
product, but the overall machine will be limited specifically in what it can do; insert parts
into a product casing. This specification of the range of flexibility is unavoidable. To
define a range makes the design increasingly inflexible, however, to not define it makes the
task increasingly Herculean in nature. Once again, there exists a tradeoff between complete
flexibility and the realities concerning assembly operations. One solution to the inflexibility
inherent within defining a range is to decentralize the entire machine. In other words, each
component of the machine is designed to complete a specific task. This concept of
modularity is seen within the full system design concept, and is discussed in future detail in
Section 10.3.4.
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10.3.3 Component Adjustability
In addition to the concept of hard tooling reduction, the Serial Insertion Module was
designed with adjustability within nearly every component in its mechanisms. Across the
entire prototype, all components that interacted with the assembly process were made to be
adjustable. Locational placements of nearly all the components were made to be adjustable
within at least one degree of freedom.
The construction of a prototype machine inherently involves the process of learning
from oversights within the original design; it is rarely the case where a prototype machine
works perfectly the first time. In designing adjustability within the machine components,
the designer can have an initial lead on the implementation of the next set of design
changes. Adjustability within the machine's mechanisms also leads to easier optimization
of robustness. Through altering the adjustable settings associated with the machine, the
optimum settings for each component can be obtained to generate production output that
will be least susceptible to noise factors.
With the implementation of high degrees of adjustability, there becomes an equal
increase in the degrees of flexibility. However, within design the adjustment factor can be
abused if not carefully controlled. If too much adjustment is implemented within a
mechanism, it can cause an assembly to become loose and fall apart during operation. The
designer needs to recognize the tradeoff of adjustability with respect to stability. For
example, a component that is adjustable through a set screw is more likely to become loose
and fail, rather than a component that is connected through a Kinematic coupling. In
addition, the degrees of adjustability may cause alignment errors. It is important to use
reference surfaces when aligning parts that are adjusted with respect to each other. Simply
attempting to align the parts manually leads to a dangerous compromise that may induce
slack and misalignments into the mechanism.
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10.3.4 System Modularity
The initial design of the Serial Insertion Module was begun with the concepts of
hard tooling decentralization, and machine adjustability in mind. However, it became
inherent through the design process that the adoption of the two previous design criteria
dictated a third: system modularity.
Eli Whitney, inventor of the cotton gin, revolutionized early manufacturing with the
development of standardized interchangeable parts for muskets. Previously, each musket
was custom made and constructed by a single skilled craftsman. There were no
replacement parts simply because each part was slightly different and had to be custom fit
to the other parts. With Whitney's incorporation of standardized parts, the assembly,
maintenance, and repair of the muskets became increasingly simpler and robust. If a
musket needed a single part to be replaced, it could be accomplished through a simple
swapping of parts because all the components were manufactured to a distinct set of
specifications. In a similar manner, today's manufacturing processes involve highly-
specific production lines which are custom made and are tailored to manufacture a distinct
set of parts. The development of interchangeable pieces of a manufacturing line would lead
to a second revolution in manufacturing. The adaptation of modularity, a subset of
flexibility, will aid in the repair and construction of assembly lines, and also will assist in
reducing the product changeover time required for the system. A modular system will not
only experience shorter down-time, but it will also be easier to change or adapt as the
product matures.
Within any modular design, special consideration must be taken in order to
accomplish proper module interactions across a predetermined interface. In the case of the
personal computer, the interface is implemented through the use of electrical connectors.
With the entire system-wide flexible assembly concept developed here, the interface is
manifested through the operations of a Universal Transport Module. Within the Serial
Insertion Module, however, the definition of the interface is a bit more esoteric. In this
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case, the interface is chiefly geometrical, with the three sub-modules interacting at a single
point located underneath the gripper. As with every modular design, the interface between
these three components had to be given special consideration regarding the interactions
between the sub-modules.
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